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Rs. 370 cr. allotted for building border infra

Laying emphasis on building infrastructure along the Indo-Pak and Sino-India borders, the
government has sanctioned nearly Rs. 370 crore to the BSF and the ITBP for construction of
bunkers and special climate-controlled huts in forward areas, an official said on Wednesday.

A total of Rs. 369.84 crore has been sanctioned by the Home Ministry for construction of
infrastructure for Border Security Force (BSF) and Indo Tibetan Border Police (ITBP), the official
said.

The amount will be spent for construction of bunkers, fortifying border outposts of the BSF along
the Indo-Pak border, construction of climate-controlled huts, procurement of snow scooter for the
ITBP besides other necessary works of the two forces.

The BSF guards the 2,526.86-km-long Indo-Pak border, including 237.2 km of the Line of Control,
and 4096.7 km of the Indo-Bangladesh border.

The Indo-Pakistan border has been witnessing massive ceasefire violation from across the border
since the beginning of 2017.

ITBP guards the 3,488-km-long Sino-India border that runs through Jammu and Kashmir,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh.

The force is specially trained to operate in high altitude mountainous terrain along the border.
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Doubling farmers’ Income: government keeps MSP of all hitherto unannounced Kharif crops at
least at one and half times of production cost
Ministry of Finance

Doubling farmers’ Income: government keeps MSP of all
hitherto unannounced Kharif crops at least at one and half
times of production cost

Finance minister announces raising institutional credit for
agriculture sector to Rs.11 Lakh crore for 2018-19 from Rs.10
Lakh Crore in 2017-18

Rs. 500 Crore ‘operation greens’ announced to address price
volatility of perishable commodities like potato, tomato and
onion and benefit both producers and consumers

Rs.200 Crore allocated to support organized cultivation of
highly specialized medicinal and aromatic plants and
associated industry

22,000 rural Haats to be developed and upgraded into
Gramin agricultural markets (grams) for farmers to directly
sell to consumers and bulk purchasers

Posted On: 01 FEB 2018 1:45PM by PIB Delhi

Rs.2000 Crore fund to be set up for developing and upgrading agricultural
marketing infrastructure in the 22000 grams and 585 APMCS

Doubling allocation for food processing sector to Rs.1400 Crore, government to
promote establishment of specialized agro-processing financial institutions

Facility of Kisan credit cards extended to fisheries and animal husbandry farmers
to help them meet their working capital needs; Rs.10,000 Crore funds announced

cumulatively for infrastructure development in the two sectors

Rs.1290 Crore re-structured national bamboo mission announced to promote
bamboo sector in a holistic manner

Special scheme to be implemented to support haryana, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh
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and the Delhi to address air pollution and to subsidize machinery required for in-
situ management of crop residue

 

 

 

The Union Minister  for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Shri Arun Jaitley, while announcing the
General Budget 2018-19 in Parliament today said that Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi gave a
clarion call to double farmers’ income by 2022 when India celebrates its 75th year of
Independence. “Our emphasis is on generating higher incomes for farmers. We consider
agriculture as an enterprise and want to help farmers produce more from the same land parcel at
lesser cost and simultaneously realize higher prices for their produce”, the Minister added while
announcing a slew of new initiatives for the farm sector in Budget 2018-19.

 

Shri Jaitley was pleased to announce that the Government has decided to keep Minimum
Support Price (MSP) for all hitherto unannounced crops of Kharif at least at one and half times of
their production cost. “This historic decision would prove an important step towards doubling the
income of our farmers and NITI Ayog in consultation with Central and State Governments will put
in place a fool proof mechanism so that farmers will get adequate price for their produce”, the
Minister said.

 

As a primary measure, the Government announced raising institutional credit for agriculture
sector to Rs.11 lakh crore for the year 2018-19 from Rs.10 lakh crore in 2017-18. Taking
Government’s vision ahead, the Finance Minister, in Budget 2018-19, announced the launching of
‘Operation Greens’ to address price volatility of perishable commodities like potatoes, tomatoes
and onions, at an outlay of Rs. 500 crore. ‘Operation Greens’, on the lines of ‘Operation Flood’,
shall promote Farmer Producers Organizations (FPOs), agri-logistics, processing facilities and
professional management in the sector. Also, Shri Jaitley announced 100% deduction in respect
of profits to Farmer Producer Companies (FPCs), having turnover up to Rs. 100 crore, for a
period of 5 years from FY 2018-19, in order to encourage professionalism in post harvest value
addition in agriculture.
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Further, Shri Jaitley informed that the Government has promoted organic farming in a big way.
Organic farming by Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs) and Village Producers’ Organizations
(VPOs) in large clusters, preferably of 1000 hectares each, will be encouraged.  Women Self Help
Groups (SHGs) will also be encouraged to take up organic agriculture in clusters under National
Rural Livelihood Programme. Also, a sum of Rs.200 crore have been allocated to support
organized cultivation of highly specialized medicinal and aromatic plants and aid small and
cottage industries that manufacture perfumes, essential oils and other associated products, the
Minister added.

Announcing the development and upgradation of existing 22,000 rural haats into Gramin
Agricultural Markets (GrAMs), the Finance Minister said that more than 86% of farmers in India
are small and marginal who are not always in a position to directly transact at APMCs and other
wholesale markets. In these GrAMs, physical infrastructure will be strengthened using MGNREGA
and other Government Schemes and would be electronically linked to e-NAM and exempted from
regulations of APMCs. This would provide farmers facility to make direct sale to consumers and
bulk purchasers, the Minister added. 

 

Shri Jaitley said that in the last Budget, the Government had announced strengthening of e-NAM
and to expand coverage of e-NAM to 585 APMCs. Out of that, 470 APMCs have been connected
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to e-NAM network and rest will be connected by March, 2018. Further, an Agri-Market
Infrastructure Fund with a corpus of Rs.2000 crore will be set up for developing and upgrading
agricultural marketing infrastructure in the 22000 Grameen Agricultural Markets (GrAMs) and 585
APMCs, the Minister informed.

Announcing doubling of allocation for Ministry of Food Processing from Rs.715 crore in RE
2017-18 to Rs.1400 crore in BE 2018-19, Shri Jaitley said that the Prime Minister Krishi Sampada
Yojana is our flagship programme for boosting investment in food processing and the sector is
growing at an average rate of 8% per annum. With the increased allocation for the sector, the
Government will promote establishment of specialized agro-processing financial institutions in this
sector and to set up state-of-the-art testing facilities in all the forty two Mega Food Parks, the
Minister added.

Announcing a major step to help small and marginal farmers in fisheries and animal husbandry
sector to meet their working capital needs, the Finance Minister extended the facility of Kisan
Credit Cards (KCC) to the sector. This would give benefit of crop loan and interest subvention, so
far available to agriculture sector only under KCC, for rearing of cattle, buffalo, goat, sheep poultry
and fisheries. Further, the Finance Minister also announced setting up of a Fisheries and
Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund (FAIDF) for fisheries sector and an Animal
Husbandry Infrastructure Development Fund (AHIDF) for financing infrastructure requirement
of animal husbandry sector. Total Corpus of these two new Funds would be Rs.10,000 crore.

Calling Bamboo as ‘Green Gold’, Shri Jaitley announced the launch of the Rs.1290-crore Re-
structured National Bamboo Mission, which is based on a cluster based approach to address
the complete bamboo value chain and promote bamboo sector in a holistic manner.  With a focus
on linking bamboo growers with consumers; creation of facilities for collection, aggregation,
processing, marketing, MSMEs, skill building and brand building, this announcement would
contribute in generating additional income for farmers, employment opportunities for skilled and
unskilled youth especially in rural areas.
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As a measure to tackle the challenge of air pollution in the Delhi-NCR region, Shri Jaitley said
that a special Scheme will be implemented to support the efforts of the governments of Haryana,
Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and the NCT of Delhi to address air pollution and to subsidize machinery
required for in-situ management of crop residue.

*****
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Rs.14.34 Lakh Crore to be spent in 2018-19 for creation of livelihood and infrastructure in rural
areas
Ministry of Finance

Rs.14.34 Lakh Crore to be spent in 2018-19 for creation of
livelihood and infrastructure in rural areas

Rs. 2600 Crore allocated under Prime Minister Krishi Sinchai
Yojna to provide assured irrigation in 96 deprived irrigation
districts

Posted On: 01 FEB 2018 1:42PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Minister for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Shri Arun Jaitley, while announcing the
General Budget 2018-19 in Parliament today announced important measures to give a boost to
livelihoods in rural areas of the country. “As my proposals outlined indicate, focus of the
Government next year will be on providing maximum livelihood opportunities in the rural areas by
spending more on livelihood, agriculture and allied activities and construction of rural
infrastructure”, the Minister said.

 

Shri Jaitley informed that in 2018-19, for creation of livelihood and infrastructure in rural areas,
total amount to be spent by various Ministries will be Rs.14.34 lakh crore, including extra-
budgetary and non-budgetary resources of Rs.11.98 lakh crore.  Apart from employment due to
farming activities and self employment, this expenditure will create employment of 321 crore
person days, 3.17 lakh kilometers of rural roads, 51 lakh new rural houses, 1.88 crore toilets, and
provide 1.75 crore new household electric connections besides boosting agricultural growth.

 

Further, the Government substantially increased the allocation of National Rural Livelihood
Mission to Rs. 5750 crore in 2018-19. Shri Jaitley said that loans to Self Help Groups (SHGs) of
women increased to about Rs. 42,500 crore in 2016-17, growing 37% over previous year.   The
Government is confident that loans to SHGs will increase to Rs.75,000 crore by March, 2019, the
Minister added.

 

Strengthening the Ground water irrigation scheme under Prime Minister Krishi Sinchai Yojna - Har
Khet ko Pani – the Government allocated Rs 2600 crore for this purpose. This would provide
assured irrigation in 96 deprived irrigation districts where less than 30% of the land holdings get
that presently, the Minister said.

 

*****
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Tax Incentive for Promoting Post-Harvest Activities of Agriculture
Ministry of Finance

Tax Incentive for Promoting Post-Harvest Activities of
Agriculture

Posted On: 01 FEB 2018 1:42PM by PIB Delhi

In order to encourage professionalism in post-harvest value addition in agriculture, the Union
Minister for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Shri Arun Jaitley proposed to allow hundred per cent
deduction to companies registered as Farmer Producer Companies and having annual turnover up
to Rs.100 crores in respect of their profit derived from such activities for a period of five years from
financial year 2018-19. This was announced by the Finance Minister Shri Arun Jaitley while
presenting the General Budget 2018-19 in Parliament here today.

The Finance Minister mentioned that at present, hundred per cent deduction is allowed in respect
of profit of co-operative societies which provide assistance to its members engaged in primary
agricultural activities. Over the last few years, a number of Farmer Producer Companies have
been set-up along the lines of co-operative societies which also provide similar assistance to their
members. Thus, Shri Jaitley said, such tax incentive will encourage “Operation Greens” mission
announced earlier and it will give a boost to Sampada Yojana.

DSM/OK/RM/SBS/KMN
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Launch of Gobar-Dhan Scheme announced to improve lives of villagers
Ministry of Finance

Launch of Gobar-Dhan Scheme announced to improve lives
of villagers

Posted On: 01 FEB 2018 1:40PM by PIB Delhi

            In an effort to make the villages open defecation free and improving the lives of villagers,
the Finance Minister in his budget speech today announced the launch of Galvanizing Organic
Bio-Agro Resources Dhan (GOBAR-DHAN) .  The Minister  added that this will manage and
convert cattle dung and solid waste in farms to compost, bio-gas and  bio-CNG.  

The Finance Minister also announced that 187 projects have been sanctioned under Namami
Gange Programme for infrastructure development, reverse surface cleaning, rural sanitation and
other interventions at a cost of Rs.16, 713 crore.  47 projects have been completed and remaining
projects are at various stages of execution  All 4465 Ganga Grams villages on the bank of river
have been declared open defecation free.

To achieve the vision of an inclusive society, the Government has identified 115 aspirational
districts taking various indices of development in consideration,  aiming at improving the quality of
life in these districts by investing in social services like health, education, nutrition, skill up
gradation, financial inclusion and infrastructure like irrigation, rural electrification, potable drinking
water and access to toilets at an accelerated pace and in a time bound manner.  These 115
districts are expected to become model of development, the Finance Minister added.

*****
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Railway’s Capex for the year 2018-19 Pegged at Rs.1,48,528 Crore
Ministry of Finance

Railway’s Capex for the year 2018-19 Pegged at Rs.1,48,528
Crore

First modern train-sets to be commissioned during 2018-19

600 major railway stations to be redeveloped

Mumbai and Bengaluru rail networks being expanded

Institute in Vadodara to train Manpower for high speed Rail
projects.

Posted On: 01 FEB 2018 1:37PM by PIB Delhi

In keeping with the Government’s focus on strengthening the Railways network in the country the
General Budget 2018-19 has enhanced the allocation for the Ministry. Presenting the Budget in
the Parliament here today,  the Union Minister for Finance & Corporate Affairs, Shri Arun Jaitley
said that Railways’ Capex for the year 2018-19 has been pegged at Rs.1,48,528 crore.  A large
part of this will be devoted to capacity creation.  18,000 kilometers of doubling, third and fourth line
works and 5000 kilometers of gauge conversion would augment capacity and transform almost the
entire network into Broad Gauge. Shri Jaitley also said that 4000 kilometers of railway network are
to be commissioned for electrification during 2017-18. 

The Finance Minister, Shri Jaitley announced that 12000 wagons, 5160 coaches and
approximately 700 locomotives are being procured during 2018-19, and the work on Eastern and
Western dedicated Freight Corridors is in full swing.  A major programme has been initiated to
strengthen infrastructure at the Goods sheds and fast track commissioning of private sidings.

 

Shri  Jaitley has assured that adequate funds will be available under Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha
Kosh. Over 3600 kms of track renewal is targeted during 2018-19. There will  be increasing use of
technology like ‘‘Fog Safe’’ and ‘‘Train Protection and Warning System’’. 4267 unmanned level
crossings in the broad gauge network will be eliminated in the next two years.

Modern train-sets with the state-of-the-art amenities and features are being designed at Integrated
Coach Factory, Perambur. First such train-set will be commissioned during 2018-19.
Redevelopment of 600 major railway stations is being taken up by Indian Railway Station
Development Co. Ltd.  All stations with more than 25000 footfalls will have escalators.  All railway
stations and trains will be progressively provided with wi-fi.  CCTVs will be provided at all stations
and on trains to enhance security of passengers.
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The Finance Minister has informed that 90 kilometers of double line tracks are being added to
Mumbai’s transport system at a cost of over Rs.11,000 crore. 150 kilometers of additional
suburban network is being planned at a cost of over Rs.40,000 crore, including elevated corridors
on some sections. In Bengaluru, a suburban network of approximately 160 kilometers at an
estimated cost of Rs.17,000 crore is being planned to cater to the growth of the metropolis.

 

Foundation for the Mumbai-Ahmedabad bullet train project, India’s first high speed rail project was
laid on September 14, 2017. An Institute is coming up at Vadodara to train manpower required for
high speed rail projects.

***
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New Railways in New India Budget
Ministry of Railways

New Railways in New India Budget

New India Budget to transform Railways into a modern, safe,
green, affordable and comfortable mode of transport

Drastically scaling up investments by almost three times to
Rs 1,48,528 cr. in 2018-19 (BE) as against Rs 53,989 cr. in
2013-14

Highest priority to safety - total expenditure planned on
safety activities including is Rs. 73,065 cr in 2018-19 (BE)

Posted On: 01 FEB 2018 5:09PM by PIB Delhi

 

Railways to electrify the entire network

600 Stations are to be developed with world class facilities. Escalators to be provided at all
stations with passenger footfall above 25,000. Stations and trains will be provided with wi-fi
facility for information and entertainment; CCTV cameras across all stations and trains for

security

 

Improved suburban services to Mumbai with 90 kms line doubling of around Rs. 11,000 cr
& 150 kms additional lines worth Rs. 40,000 cr for enhancing transportation in Mumbai with

expansion of suburban railway system

 

160 kms suburban network worth Rs. 17,000 cr in Bengaluruto help reduce congestion
there and save commuting time of passengers

 

Rail University at Vadodara to be set up
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Operating ratio of 2018-19 (BE) is estimated at 92.8% as against 96% in 2017-18 (RE)

 

Total Revenue receipts in 2018-19 (BE) are estimated to increase by 7% to Rs. 2,01,090 cr.

 

Total Revenue expenditure in 2018-19 BE is estimated to increase by 4% to Rs. 1,88,100 cr.

 

The Union Minister for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Shri Arun Jaitley, in his speech for General
Budget 2018-19 has laid out a roadmap for Indian Railways, which is in line with Hon’ble Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s vision of New India by 2022. In the past four years, Government has
taken several decisions to transform Railways into a modern, safe, green, affordable and
comfortable mode of transport.

 

Subsequent to the presentation of the Budget in Parliament today, The Union Minister for
Railways and Coal Shri Piyush Goyal informed that Government is drastically scaling up
investments by almost three times to Rs 1,46,500 cr. in 2018-19 as against Rs 53,989 cr. in
2013-14to reduce accumulated backlog in capacity creation.Shri Goyal pointed out that this is
22% higher than 2017-18 (RE), and includes budgetary support of Rs. 53,060 cr; internal
resources of Rs. 11,500 cr; IRFC to raise Rs. 28,500 cr; Institutional Finance (LIC) to support with
Rs. 26,440 cr; and investment through PPP of Rs. 27,000 cr. Briefing the mediapersons, the
Minister explained that Government has provided Rs.19,40Cr towards reimbursement of losses on
operation of strategic lines and Rs 88Cr towards reimbursement of operational cost of e ticketing
to IRCTC.

 

Physical Achievements and Initiatives

 

Shri Goyal also emphasized that in this Budget 2018-19, Government has accorded highest
priority to safety in line with its philosophy of every life is precious. The total expenditure planned
on safety activities including Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh (RRSK) is Rs. 68,725 cr in RE 2017-
18 and Rs. 73,065 cr in BE 2018-19. The RRSK will comprise Rs. 5,000 cr from Capital
(Budgetary Support), Rs. 10,000 cr from Railway Safety Fund received as Railways’ share from
Central Road fund & Rs. 5,000 cr from Railways’ revenue. Apart from elimination of Unmanned
Level Crossings on all busy routes and shift to production of safer LHB coaches, there is focus on
track renewal with the highest ever outlay ever.

 

Track renewal works RE 2017-18 BE 2018-19 Increase %
Target (Route Kms) 3,600 3,900 8.3%
Outlay (Rs. in cr) 9,305 11,450 23.0%
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The Union Minister for Railways and Coal Shri Piyush Goyal said Indian Railways is powering
India by being the main transporter of coal. Soon the power sector will give added energy to
railways, which will electrify the entire network within the next 5 years. This will lead to an
estimated saving of Rs. 10,000 cr per annum, help in reducing carbon emissions and promote
sustainable development, besides increasing India’s energy security by saving foreign exchange
on imported fuels.

 

The Minister also informed that 600 Stations are to be developed with world class facilities.
Escalators will be provided at all stations with passenger footfall above 25,000. All railway
stations and trains will be provided with wi-fi facility for information and entertainment. This
will also enable people in rural areas, including women and youth, to access the internet and
enhance their knowledge and skills. To enhance safety and security of passengers, Indian
Railways will set up CCTV cameras across all stations and trains to enhance security.

 

Considering that Railways is one of the safest, economical and sustainable modes of transport,
Shri Goyal said Railways will focus on providing improved suburban services to metros like
Mumbai with90 kms line doubling of around Rs. 11,000 cr. In addition, 150 kilometers of additional
suburban network is being planned Rs. 40,000 crore for enhancing transportation in Mumbai with
expansion of suburban railway system. Railways will also build 160 kms suburban network
worth Rs. 17,000 cr in Bengaluru to help reduce congestion there and save commuting time of
passengers.

 

In the General Budget 2018-19, Government has also approved settingup of India’s first Rail and
Transportation University in Vadodara, Gujarat.

 

Railways has ambitiously increased targets in capacity building to ease the network and
ensure highest standards of safety, speed and service for customers.

 

  2017-18 (RE) 2018-19 (BE) Increase %
New lines (RKMs) 402 1,000 148.8%
Gauge conversion (RKMs) 574 1,000 74.2%
Doubling (RKMs) 945 2,100 122.0%
Wagons(vehicle units) 7,120 12,000 68.5%

 

 

Financial and operating performance
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Replying to queries regarding operating ratio, Minister said as of 2018-19 (BE) Operating
Ratio is estimated at 92.8% as against 96% in 2017-18 (RE). The excess of revenue over
expenditure is Rs. 12,990 cr in 2018-19 (BE).

 

Total Revenue receipts in 2018-19 (BE) are estimated to increase by 7% to Rs. 2,01,090 cr.
Gross Traffic Receipts are also estimated to increase by 7% to Rs. 2,00,840 cr. Sundry other
earnings are estimated to increase by 49% to Rs. 20,790 cr.

 

Total Revenue expenditure in 2018-19 (BE) is estimated to increase by 4% to Rs. 1,88,100
cr. Major components include Ordinary Working Expenses (Rs. 1,38,000 cr.), appropriation to
DRF (Rs. 500 cr.) and appropriation to Pension Fund from Revenue (Rs. 47,500 cr.).

 

It was also noted that there is focus on freight earnings with estimated increase of 51MT in 2018-
19 (BE) over 2017-18 (RE). 2017-18 has seen a reversal of the trend of low growth in freight
loading over the previous 2 years. Incremental loading in April-January 2018 is 45 MT over the
same period last year. There has been incremental loading of 6 MT in January itself. This
highlights move towards sustainable railway operations.

 

SBS/MKV
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Infrastructure Allocation enhanced To Rs.5.97 Lakh Crore: Transport Sector Gets An All Time
High Allocation
Ministry of Finance

Infrastructure Allocation enhanced To Rs.5.97 Lakh Crore:
Transport Sector Gets An All Time High Allocation
Nabh Nirman initiative announced to expand Airport
Capacity

10 Iconic Tourism destinations to be developed

Allocation for Digital India program doubled : mission on
cyber physical systems to be launched

Rs. 10000 Crore provided for creation and augmentation of
telecom infrastructure.

Online monitoring system Pragati helps fast track infra
projects worth Rs 9.46 Lakh Crore

Posted On: 01 FEB 2018 1:38PM by PIB Delhi

The Government has enhanced allocation for the Infrastructure Sector in the Union Budget 2018-
19, recognizing its role as the growth driver of the economy. The budgetary and extra budgetary
expenditure for the Sector has been increased from Rs.4.94 lakh crore in 2017-18 to Rs.5.97 lakh
crore in 2018-19. An all time high allocation of Rs 1,34,572 crore has been made for the transport
sector while the efforts to develop disaster resilient infrastructure is being given a push with an
allocation of Rs. 60 crore in 2018-19. This was announced by the Union Finance Minister, Shri
Arun Jaitley while presenting the General Budget 2018-19 in Parliament here today.

 

In the Urban Infrastructure Sector, the Government proposes to develop ten prominent tourist sites
as Iconic Tourism destinations through holistic infrastructure and skill development. In addition,
tourist amenities will be upgraded at 100 Adarsh monuments of the Archaeological Survey of India
(ASI). The Finance Minister, Shri Arun Jaitley lauded the work being done under the government’s
inter linked programs – Smart Cities Mission and the AMRUT.  He informed that 99 cities have
been selected with an outlay of Rs. 2.04 lakh crore under the Smart Cities Mission. Projects worth
Rs. 2350 crore have been completed and works of Rs. 20,852 crore are under progress. The
National Heritage City Development and Augmentation Yojana (HRIDAY) has been taken-up to
revitalize heritage cities.
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Under AMRUT program, State level plans of Rs. 77,640 crore for 500 cities have been approved.
Water supply contracts for 494 projects worth Rs. 19,428 crore and sewerage work contract for
272 projects costing Rs. 12, 429 crore has been awarded. 482 cities have started Credit rating and
144 cities have got investment grade rating.

 

The Finance Minister announced that his Ministry will leverage the India Infrastructure Finance
Corporation Limited (IIFCL) to help finance infrastructure projects including investment in
education and health infrastructure.

 

In the Road sector, the recently approved Bharatmala Pariyojana aims to develop about 35,000
km of highways at a cost of Rs. 5,35,000 crore in Phase I. The National Highways Authority of
India (NHI) will consider organizing its road assets into Special Purpose Vehicles and use
innovative monetizing structures like Toll, Operate and Transfer (TOT) and Infrastructure
Investment Funds (InvITs) for raising funds.

 

In order to enhance connectivity in border areas, the Finance Minister announced that the
Government will take up construction of tunnel under Sela Pass. He also announced that for
promoting tourism and emergency medical care, the Government will make the necessary frame
work for encouraging investment in sea plane activities.

 

In the Civil Aviation Sector, the Budget 2018-19 announced a new initiative NABH Nirman to
expand airport capacity by more than five times to handle a billion trips in a year. The expansion
will be funded by leveraging the balance sheet of Airports Authority of India. Domestic air
passenger traffic has grown at 18% per annum and the regional connectivity Scheme UDAN, will
connect 56 unserved airports and 31 unserved helipads across the country.Opertions have
already started at 16 airports.
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In the sector of Digital Infrastructure the General Budget 2018-19 announced a doubling of
allocation on Digital India Program to Rs.3073crore in 2018-19. Department of Science and
Technology will launch a Mission on Cyber Physical Systems to support establishment of centers
of excellence for research in training and skilling in robotics, artificial intelligence, digital
manufacturing, big data analysis and quantum communication.

 

Rs. 10000 crore have been provided in Budget 2018-19 for creation and augmentation of telecom
infrastructure. The Government proposes to set up 5 lakh wifi hot spots which will provide
broadband access to 5 crore rural citizens. The Finance Minister informed that the Phase I of
Bharatnet Project has already enabled broadband access to over 20 crore rural Indians.

 

Shri Jaitley also announced that NITI Aayog will initiate a national program to direct efforts in the
area of artificial intelligence. To harness the benefit of emerging new technologies, the Department
of Telecom will support establishment of an indigenous 5G Test Bed at IIT, Chennai.

 

The Government will take all measures to eliminate the use of crypto-assets in financing
illegitimate activities. The Government will also explore the use of block chain technology for
ushering in digital economy.

 

***
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Budget 2018: A good beginning for reviving agriculture

The story of agriculture, which is the backbone of the country in terms of livelihood, has not been
good in the last few years. Recent estimates of the Central Statistics Office (CSO) show that
growth of gross value added (GVA) in agriculture declined from 6.3% in 2016-17 to 2.1% in 2017-
18. In fact, the average growth rate of agricultural GDP (gross domestic product) in the last four
years (2014-15 to 2017-18) was only 2.2% per annum. The Economic Survey, 2017-18 also
indicates that the level of agricultural GDP and real agricultural revenue has remained constant in
the last four years. In this context, there were a lot of expectations that the budget would focus on
the agricultural sector.

The Union finance minister has not disappointed the farm sector. Rightly, the government is
focusing on farmer incomes rather than production. Among other things, the most important thing
farmers want is remunerative prices for their produce. In this context, a minimum support price of
1.5 times the input cost of farmers for all the unannounced kharif crops, announced in the budget,
can help increase their income. The budget is, however, not clear on the resources needed and
how this is going to be implemented.

The government also wants to help farmers in case there is a difference between minimum
support price and market price. At the state level, Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka are
experimenting with these payment systems for farmers. Under the Bhavantar Bhugtan Yojana,
Madhya Pradesh pays farmers the difference between the official minimum support price and the
average modal or most quoted rate in markets for any crop. Similarly, Karnataka gives a Rs5 per
litre incentive to milk farmers, over and above the rate that dairies are paying. The Telangana
government has decided to pay Rs4,000 per acre to farmers twice a year. Is the Central
government thinking of such price-deficiency payments at the all-India level? It is not clear from
the proposal in the budget.

Another important measure relates to marketing. The distortions in the agricultural produce market
committee (APMC) system are well known. They have to be corrected. The value chain runs from
production to procurement, storage, wholesale, retail sale, packaging, distribution and processing.
The proposal for developing and upgrading the existing 22,000 rural haats into gramin agricultural
markets and the institutional mechanism in the budget would be useful in this regard. Similarly, the
cultivation of horticulture crops in clusters would promote the value-chain approach to production
and marketing. Another important announcement for diversification is the setting up of a fisheries
and aquaculture infrastructure development fund (FAIDF) and animal husbandry infrastructure
development fund (AHIDF) with a corpus of Rs10,000 crore. Similarly, doubling the allocation for
the food processing sector, from Rs715 crore to Rs1,400 crore, is welcome, although it is not
enough. India processes only 10% of its fruits and vegetables, as compared to 40-70% in many
other countries.

Small and marginal farmers constitute 85% of all farmers. Farmer producer companies can help
them achieve economies of scale. Therefore, the budget announcement of 100% tax deduction for
them would help in the better functioning of these institutions.

Apart from these measures, the announcements for the health sector and rural infrastructure will
also help the agriculture sector. For example, the national health protection scheme to cover over
100 million poor and vulnerable families, providing coverage of up to Rs5 lakh per family, can also
help farm families.

The measures announced in the budget may not be enough to double farmer incomes by 2022.
The growth rate of farmer incomes between 2003 and 2013 was only 3.1% per annum. If you want
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to double farmer incomes, growth should be more than 10%. The measures mentioned above may
not be enough to achieve such high income growth.

The budget has not talked about reducing subsidies and increasing investments. Investment in
agriculture, as a share of gross value added in agriculture, declined from 18.2% in 2011-12 to
16.4% in 2015-16. This was due to a decline in private investment in agriculture. In fact, the
Economic Survey says that it “requires radical follow-up action, including decisive efforts to bring
science and technology to farmers, replacing untargeted subsidies (power and fertiliser) by direct
income support, and dramatically extending irrigation but via efficient drip and sprinkler
technologies”. The Survey also suggests that climate change might reduce farm incomes by up to
20-25% in the medium term. We need climate-resilient agriculture and the budget is silent on
climate change and natural resource management.

It should also be noted that income from farming is not enough for farmers. In fact, some people
say that the solution for agriculture lies in rural non-farm sectors and urban jobs being promoted
so that those working in agriculture can gain from off-farm employment.

To conclude, the budget proposals for the agriculture sector are in the right direction but may not
be enough to revive the sector and double farmer incomes. As someone said: “There are decades
when nothing happens but then there are weeks when decades happen.” Hopefully, public policy
will show some urgency in revitalizing agriculture and not take decades to increase farmer
incomes.

S. Mahendra Dev is director and vice-chancellor, Indira Gandhi Institute of Development
Research, Mumbai.
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Centre’s plan may boost farmers’ solar power use

The Centre has announced a Rs. 1.4 lakh-crore scheme for promoting decentralised solar power
production of up to 28,250 MW to help farmers, according to R. K. Singh, Minister of State for
Power and New and Renewable Energy.

The Centre will spend Rs. 48,000 crore on the ten-year scheme which was announced in the
Union Budget 2018-19. Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahaabhiyan or KUSUM scheme
would provide extra income to farmers, by giving them an option to sell additional power to the grid
through solar power projects set up on their barren lands, the Minister said.

It would help in de-dieselising the sector as also the DISCOMS, he said.

India had about 30 million farm pumps that include 10 million pumps running on diesel.

‘Positive outcomes’

The Minister said the positive outcomes that are expected when the scheme is fully implemented
across the country include promotion of decentralised solar power production, reduction of
transmission losses as well as providing support to the financial health of DISCOMs by reducing
the subsidy burden to the agriculture sector. The scheme would also promote energy efficiency
and water conservation and provide water security to farmers.

The components of the scheme include building 10,000 MW solar plants on barren lands and
providing sops to DISCOMS to purchase the electricity produced, ‘solarising’ existing pumps of
7250 MW as well as government tube wells with a capacity of 8250 MW and distributing 17.5 lakh
solar pumps.

The 60% subsidy on the solar pumps provided to farmers will be shared between the Centre and
the States while 30% would be provided through bank loans. The balance cost has to be borne by
the farmers.
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NHAI heading towards a quantum jump in award of projects –has invited bids for 10,460 km till
January in FY 2017-18
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

NHAI heading towards a quantum jump in award of projects
–has invited bids for 10,460 km till January in FY 2017-18

Posted On: 02 FEB 2018 2:26PM by PIB Delhi

The National Highways Authority of India has invited bids for a length of 10,460 km, costing nearly
Rs.1,75,000 crore till January, 2018, and is all set to achieve a quantum jump in the award of road
projects in the year 2017-18. Further bids in another 1,000km will be invited within the next 15
days. The average length of road projects awarded by NHAI in the last 5 years was 2,860 km, with
4,335 km awarded in 2016-17. Shri Nitin Gadkari, Minister for Road Transport & Highways,
Shipping and Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation had set a target for
NHAI for award of 10,000 km this year.  Projects for a length of nearly 2,700 km, costing
Rs.43,000 crore have already been awarded by the Authority in 2017-18, and there are plans  to
award 3,300 km. in Feb. and 5,000 km. in March, 2018 subject to a good response in bidding and
cooperation from state governments in land acquisition and project clearances.

 

A list of the projects awarded and tendered so far is placed below. The projects awarded and likely
to be awarded by March, 2018 cover 1,900 km. in Maharashtra; 1150 km. in Rajasthan; 1,020 km.
in Uttar Pradesh; 880 km. in Odisha; 745 km. in Andhra Pradesh; 740 km. in Madhya Pradesh;
650 km. in Gujarat; 620 km. in Karnataka; 570 km. in Tamilnadu; 500 km. in Bihar; 430 km. in
Jharkhand; 365 km. in Telangana; 350 km. in Haryana; 280 km. in West Bengal; 270 km. in
Chattisgarh; and balance in other states (150 km.in Punjab; 150 km. in Himachal Pradesh;140 km.
in Delhi, 120 km. in Kerala; 100 km. in J&K).

 

With the above jump in awards, NHAI is set to give a good beginning for the ambitious
“Bharatmala Pariyojana” approved by the Government in Oct., 2017. To ensure that the targets
are achieved, NHAI has set up a robust monitoring mechanism. Officials from the NHAI
headquarters have been visiting project sites of critical projects and meeting officials of state
governments (District Collectors and Land Acquisition Officers) for expediting land acquisition and
project clearances. NHAI has also recruited a large number of retired revenue officials at the field
levels.

 

NHAI is also ramping up the pace of construction. In 2017-18, NHAI is set to complete
construction in a length of 3,500 km. against the average in last 5 years of 2,170 km. To maintain
the pace of construction, NHAI has commenced works on 27 new projects covering 1,330 km and
will commence the work soon on another 50 projects covering 3,000 km. Banks/ financial
institutions are now showing keen interest in Hybrid Annuity Mode (HAM) and financing of HAM
projects is now happening smoothly.
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Please click here for the list of Projects Awarded

Please click here for the list of bids invited
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‘Time is ripe for CEZs to propel growth’

Now is the time for Coastal Economic Zones to take India’s growth story forward, according to
Rajiv Agarwal , MD and CEO, Essar Ports Ltd. In an interview, he said as the future prospects for
the port sector seem promising, the privately held Essar Ports has chalked out a plan to invest
$500 million to expand capacity. Excerpts:

The government is keen on more transport through the sea route. What is the outlook for
the port sector?

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s vision is to replicate the success of his ports-led development
seen in Gujarat, in the past, at a national level. Exploiting India’s long coastline to develop more
ports will certainly see many other industries coming in and that is the genesis of government’s
ambitious ‘Sagarmala Project’.

Developing inland waterways for transport and connecting them to coastal ports is the other major
initiative of the government. This will lead to a holistic development of coastal economic zones
located around ports.

Ports-led development will enable more movement of cargo, reduction in transportation cost and
will benefit exporters and importers. Secondly, we will see multidimensional activities in the
adjoining coastal areas such as development in terms of real estate, quality of life, setting up of
new industrial units and will trigger a whole lot of other economic and social developments.

We are talking about development of coastal economic zones which are set up, not due to
government incentives, like tax incentives, but come up due to the major benefits accruing from
movement and transport of goods through the coastal route.

The Centre has cleared six new major ports including three in Maharashtra. Is it feasible to
have so many ports? Is corporatisation of major ports the way to go?

There are ample growth opportunities for more ports to come up. Maharashtra has not been able
to exploit its coastline to the extent that Gujarat has done. So, there is scope, as very barren and
not very exciting regions in Gujarat have got developed because major ports were set up there.
There is no reason why Maharashtra should not exploit its coastline’s economic potential.
Infrastructure has to come first and then industry will follow.

India’s 12 major ports have created noteworthy assets and tremendous value. Instead of divesting
its stake to private sector players, the government can create a corporate holding structure and go
for an initial public issue by selling 25% stake to the public and retaining the remaining 75%.

This would bring in required funds, unlocking higher valuations and bringing in a more professional
approach to managing these ports on the lines of other listed PSUs.

As Minister Nitin Gadkari said recently, these ports are making good profits and their potential
market capitalisation, looking at their current valuations, could be close to Rs. 2-3 lakh crore.

What do you have to say about socio-economic development of coastal areas?

With 72 coastal districts hosting 18% population of India, the development of these communities
has become an integral aspect of the overall socio-economic development of the country. Skilling
of coastal communities, livelihood enhancement, and employment-creation opportunities are at the
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core of the government’s agenda.

I think corporatisation is essential for the government and this holding company structure can be
used to even create a sovereign wealth fund.

We are struggling to raise funds and have to ask various small countries and multilateral agencies
to invest in our infrastructure projects. We should have our own sovereign fund like Singapore and
Middle-Eastern countries which are much smaller than India. Our sovereign wealth fund can be
100 times bigger.

Major developments have taken place with regard to Essar Oil, Essar Steel and Essar
Projects. What is the role of the port business within the group now?

The group has taken a conscious decision to reduce its debt. The year 2017 and the first half of
2018 would be a transformation period for the group whereby debt will again come to a level from
where further growth plans can be initiated.

The group has monetised some major assets. Also, major debt reduction programmes have been
undertaken. I think, going forward Essar Group’s different businesses like ports will get steady
cash flows and funds to grow their businesses.

Essar Ports is already one of the largest players in India’s private sector. The port business is not
easy for new entrants as it takes 8-10 years for a new port to come up. From the time you identify
the location, there are a lot of issues in terms of environment, relocation of people, land acquisition
and [it can take a while] by the time the whole project is completed.

So, we have that head start as we have a large presence; we are the second-largest port operator
in the private sector, we have captive and third-party cargoes and we have positive cash flows
which can be reinvested in the business.

We also have reasonable liquidity and are well poised for further growth. We have capacity to
grow in existing locations, we can also get into new locations, and we can also look at inorganic
growth. In all respects, new cargoes included, I think Essar Ports is very well poised to grow in the
port sector.

After the sale of your biggest port to Rosneft for $2 billion in the Essar Oil deal, what is
your current capacity and where are you headed?

Our current cargo handling capacity is about 82 MMTPA and we are heading towards 110
MMTPA. Further, in Mozambique we will be setting up a 20 MMTPA project for a coal terminal,
where we are looking at providing credible end-to-end solutions for miners. We are planning to
start work by Q1 of FY19 or thereafter.

This is Essar Ports’ first overseas investment. It will take two years to develop the port. We are
also looking at diversifying and increasing our presence, especially at Salaya and Hazira in
Gujarat.

We could also look at some other terminals like LNG. So, there are various plans we are looking at
in the coming few years and these will definitely give a big push to our future growth.

When did you plan to get into the LNG business? What is the investment plan?

We are doing [LNG] in a different way; we are doing it separately.
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Financially, how viable are you? What are your profits and topline?

In the infrastructure sector, debt is very high. EBITDA too is high at 10-11 times. EBITDA takes a
long time to come in the infrastructure sector, because of many issues such as contracts, disputes
and some policy issues.

But, debt has come on the books and has to be serviced. Almost all our projects are about to be
completed or are already completed; so, things will certainly improve. Our real results will be seen
in the next year.

How much has the group invested in ports so far and how much more is being planned?

Essar Group has invested $2 billion, of which around $400 million in book value terms has been
sold. Now, we are investing about $500 million more for new projects.

How will you mobilise funds for this?

Equity will come from the group and debt will be raised in the international markets. After the
Vadinar Oil Terminal deal [the terminal, with a book value of $400 million, was sold to Rosneft for
$2 billion], we have reduced debt by 50% or more and the debt to equity ratio is now 1:1.

It will take 2 years after work starts to develop the port in Mozambique, our first overseas
play
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Agriculture needs more than just quick fixes

Bad surprise:The Budget saw no mention of policies to help counter the effect of climate change
on farmer incomes.  

The government’s efforts to focus on the welfare of farmers in the Union Budget is admirable.
However, in a zero-sum situation such as budget allocation, the government often finds itself trying
to choose between short-term results and long-term benefits. Short term results might come with
loan waivers and increase of Minimum Support Price (MSP), but care should be taken to address
the sector’s competitiveness in a global scenario.

By taking a quick fix path, the government might be squandering its budget on suppressing
symptoms instead of administering a cure. I believe the long-term cure will be in the form of
policies that provide a boost to credit growth, crop insurance, drip irrigation, warehousing,
mechanisation and availability of skilled farm labour. This will help the farmer more than double his
income in the long run. Yet, there certainly are a few hits and a few misses:

The target for agricultural credit has been increased to Rs. 11 lakh crore from Rs. 10 lakh crore
last year. This will empower farmers with much-needed funds to procure agricultural inputs in a
timely manner. The Finance Minister has announced Rs. 2,000 crore for development of
agricultural market infrastructure to link 22,000 local rural markets to the electronic national
agriculture market platform. This will definitely help prevent undue volatility that creates stress for
farmers.

Labour, a basic component of agriculture is becoming difficult. Last year, the Union Budget had an
allocation of Rs. 48,000 crore for MNREGA. It is said that this year’s budget may increase it to Rs.
60,000 crore. This scheme would provide long-term benefit if the labour force is tied up to assist
farmers overcome scarcity in farm labour, the absence of which is forcing many to give up on
agriculture altogether.

Dangers around MSP

The Budget announced that the minimum support price (MSP) is to be fixed at 1.5 times of all
input costs to protect the farmer. Care should be taken not to give too drastic an increase, which
will render the commodity uncompetitive in global markets and unaffordable to mill owners. This
might affect the farmer adversely if prices have to be corrected in the future

The Finance Minister has launched ‘Operation Green’, and allocated Rs. 500 Crore to promote
farmer producer organisations and agri-logistics associations. While it is a good measure, the
amount allocated is quite meagre for a country of our size.

Enhancement of mechanisation, drip irrigation and crop insurance should be encouraged given
that climate change and global warming will effect output negatively. But surprisingly, there has
been no mention of it in the 2018 Budget.

It is heartening to hear that 100% deduction will be allowed to farmer producer registered
companies having Rs. 100 crore as turnover irrespective of profit. This, along with new policies
that will be announced to address procurement, demand and forecast, will give the much-needed
impetus to improve farmers’ incomes.

The agriculture sector gives employment to 50% of the total workforce and contributes 17-18% of
the country’s GDP. On announcement of the Union Budget 2018, agriculture sector stocks surged
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with the slew of initiatives for the rural sector, including liberalising exports of agri commodities.

However, based on the line of thinking that long-term competitiveness is better than short-term
relief, this Budget is definitely a mixed bag. While the impetus given to agricultural credit and rural
infrastructure is laudable, I think the Budget could have been truly progressive had it not put so
much focus on the regressive policy of MSP.

In future Budgets, I hope the government shifts even more towards forward-looking policies that
boost the competitiveness of the agro-industry, and secure long-term growth in farmers’ income
and quality of life.

(The writer is MD, Gayatri Sugars, and former president, Indian Sugar Mills Association)
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From plate to plough: The MSP smokescreen

The finance minister (FM) has made a smart move by announcing in the Union budget speech that
the government has already fulfilled its election promise of giving minimum support prices (MSPs)
of at least 50 per cent higher than their costs in rabi crops, and this principle will be followed with
other crops too. But this statement has also created a smokescreen and, perhaps, blinded the
Opposition temporarily with a tear gas shell. We look at it closely to gauge what it means for
farmers.

The whole issue boils down to what was the cost considered in the BJP’s election manifesto in
2014. For those who are not familiar with the exercise of MSP recommendations, there are several
cost concepts that the Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP) considers while
recommending MSPs of 23 crops. There are the costs the farmer actually pays out of his/her
pocket for buying various inputs ranging from seeds to fertilisers to pesticides to hired labour to
hired machinery or even leased-in land, which are all put under the cost A2 concept. However, in
agriculture, farmers also use a lot of family labour and if their cost is imputed and added to cost
A2, that concept is called cost A2+FL. But then there is also a comprehensive cost (cost C2),
which includes not only imputed costs of family labour but also the imputed rent of owned land and
imputed interest on owned capital. It is 50 per cent margin over C2 which has been at the centre of
the farmers’ demand, and also the M S Swaminathan Commission’s recommendation. But what
the FM seems to have suggested in his budget speech when he said the government has already
given at least 50 per cent margin in rabi crops, is that they have covered cost A2, or maybe cost
A2+FL, as MSPs are still lower than cost C2.

But it bothers those who have ploughed the fields for long when this 50 per cent margin of MSP
over cost A2+FL is being touted as a big game-changing decision which no other government in
the past could undertake. That is simply not true. Even in the last year of the UPA government, in
2013-14, the MSPs for all rabi crops were way above 50 per cent over cost A2+FL. For example,
in wheat, the margin was 106 per cent and in rapeseed-mustard 133 per cent. For the current year
of the NDA government, the margins are 112 per cent for wheat and only 88 per cent for
rapeseed-mustard (see Figure 1). And this has been more or less the same for more than 10
years. So, the current government has done nothing earth-shaking in this regard.

What was this election promise of 50 per cent margin over cost about when margins were already
far higher in rabi crops in 2013-14? Certainly, it was not cost A2+FL. it was cost C2, though this
was never spelt out in detail. However, like the previous government, which rejected the
Swaminathan Commission’s recommendation on this issue, and rightly so, this government too
found that it was impractical to give 50 per cent margin over cost C2 in all crops. This would have
required massive increases in MSPs (for example, paddy MSP would have to go up by 46 per
cent; cotton by 52 per cent and so on; see Figure-2). But the government was in a fix about
honouring its election promise. So it simply changed the reference cost from C2 to A2+FL without
uttering a word about it. It may be noted that cost C2 is normally 35-40 per cent higher than cost
A2+FL. So, by lowering the reference cost drastically, the government could claim that it has
fulfilled its election promise in case of rabi crops and can do so for kharif crops soon. This is a
smart sleight of hand. But saying that it is a game-changer and will be a major step towards
doubling farmers’ incomes is going overboard and may soon boomerang if the Opposition is smart
enough to see the issue through.

Although the current proposed increase would still need an upward revision in MSP, of say paddy
by about 11 per cent, cotton by 18 per cent, moong by 20 per cent and hybrid jowar by 41 per cent
etc, the real question is whether this would reduce farmers’ woes given that less than 10 per cent
of the peasantry has ever benefited from an MSP regime in the past. Does the government plan to
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go for price deficiency payments (PDP) at an all-India level for 23 crops? The Madhya Pradesh
experiment in PDP shows that market prices are prone to manipulation by traders, and can end up
helping traders more than farmers.

Given that agri-GDP growth has plummeted to just 1.9 per cent in the first four years of the
Narendra Modi government compared to 3.8 per cent in the first four years of the UPA-I
government, the Modi sarkar seems to be heading towards “India shining” days of NDA-I — a lot
of over-confidence, but with feet of clay in the agri-rural sector. Politically, that may prove costly.

It may also be mentioned that cost plus pricing of MSPs, be it cost A2+FL or C2, is fraught with
dangers as it totally ignores the demand side. The terms of reference of CACP rightly require it to
consider demand-supply, cost of production, price trends in domestic and international markets,
terms of trade, inter-crop price parity, etc before recommending the MSP. If the MSP is to be
determined just by adding 50 per cent margin over cost A2+FL, better abolish CACP and let any
babu in the Department of Economics and Statistics, which estimates the cost of production, fix
MSPs.
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Ad hoc policy

Sugarcane farmers have had a bumper crop this year and sugar output is the highest since 2014-
15. This, alongside a global surplus, has created downward pressure on prices. Consequently, the
food ministry on Monday proposed a doubling of the import duty on sugar to 100%.

Ostensibly, this is meant to help farmers. But it is a continuation of the trend of using trade policy
as a price support and stabilization tool that jeopardizes long-term trade relations and distorts the
domestic market. As the Ashok Dalwai Committee report recommends, a stable trade policy
should be designed so that farmers and traders can enter durable relationships with each other
and international markets, serving the long-term interests of farmers. The policy should change
predictably, instead of in an ad hoc manner. This needs to be accompanied by reforms in contract
farming and land lease laws to shield farmers from price risks .

The Union budget had ambitious announcements to address agricultural distress. It is a pity the
government has not seen fit to also address this core issue.
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Tesla, Australia to turn 50,000 homes into power generators

A solar array, a linked collection of solar panels, can be seen in front of a residential apartment
block in Australia.   | Photo Credit: David Gray

Some 50,000 homes in South Australia will receive solar panels and Tesla batteries, the state
government announced on Sunday, in a landmark plan to turn houses into a giant, interconnected
power plant.

South Australia is already home to world’s biggest battery in an Elon Musk-driven project to
provide electricity for more than 30,000 homes. The state government has since been looking for
more ways -- particularly through renewables -- to address its energy woes after an
“unprecedented” storm caused a state-wide blackout in 2016.

Under the new plan, a network of solar panels linked to rechargeable batteries will be provided
free to households and financed by the sale of excess electricity generated by the network, the
government said. “My government has already delivered the world’s biggest battery, now we will
deliver the world’s largest virtual power plant,” state Premier Jay Weatherill said in a statement.
“We will use people’s homes as a way to generate energy for the South Australian grid, with
participating households benefitting with significant savings in their energy bills.”

A trial phase will begin with 1,100 public housing properties, each supplied with a 5kW solar panel
system Tesla battery. Following the trial, the systems will be installed at a further 24,000 public
housing properties before the scheme is opened up to other South Australians over the next four
years.

The government is also set to look for an energy retailer to deliver the programme to add more
competition to the market. The rollout will be supported by the state government through a 2
million Australian dollars grant and a 30 million Australian dollars loan from a taxpayer renewable
technology fund.

Tesla said in a statement to AFP that the virtual power plant would have 250 megawatts of solar
energy and 650 megawatt hours of battery storage. “At key moments, the virtual power plant could
provide as much capacity as a large gas turbine or coal power plant,” the company added.

Australia is one of the world’s largest producers of coal and gas but the South Australian blackout
raised questions about its energy security.
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Nintendo sparked fierce debate Thursday with a new line of cardboard DIY accessories for its
smash-hit Switch console, delighting some fans, but

If you own a modern computing device, chances are you’re affected by the Meltdown or Spectre
bug. Here’s what you need to know
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Farmers need economic freedom

Since this was a pre-election Union budget, it was expected to cater prominently to the voting
constituency most in need of supportive signals. After the Gujarat election, it was clear that the
rural and agriculture sectors would receive greater attention. Some commentators recalled the fate
of the former chief minister of undivided Andhra Pradesh, who received a drubbing in the 2004
election, presumably because he neglected the rural and agriculture constituency. All election
analyses are inherently flawed, and outcomes gloriously uncertain, but it’s accepted wisdom that
the software magic in Hyderabad could not prevent the backlash from the hinterland in 2004.

Cut to the present, and we find farm incomes have virtually stagnated for the past four years,
mostly owing to falling prices, an output glut, large untimely imports and demonetisation. And such
slow growth in farm incomes doesn’t augur well for the government’s stated objective of doubling
farmer incomes by 2022. So naturally the finance minister has proposed a slew of measures to
improve the fortunes of the farm sector.

Roughly half the workforce is engaged in the farm sector which contributes only 15% of national
income. How to improve their incomes and productivity, and how to wean away a big chunk of the
workforce from agriculture, is an herculean task. Many years ago, as part of a national survey,
when farm households were asked the question, 40% responded that they would gladly leave
agriculture if there were viable options. Anecdotally, in a recent interaction with a regional
university at their annual convocation, when the chief guest asked the students (most of whom
came from agricultural households) whether they would like to continue to be in farming, none
raised their hands. Such is the plight of the impoverished folk, most of whom feel imprisoned in the
farm sector.

Even then, some of the budget measures deserve to be applauded. The tax holiday for farm
producer companies is one example. This enables collective (shareholder-style) action, with the
full benefit of a corporate entity (bank loans, working capital, marketing, distribution) and greater
clout than an individual farmer could ever have. Nabard (the National Bank for Agriculture and
Rural Development) has been pushing this model for many years with limited success. Another
farm-friendly measure was the announcement of 22,000 village-level mini-marts that would enable
a direct link between farmer producers and consumers, and thus bypass the burdensome APMCs
(agricultural produce market committees). Despite three model laws to modify or substantially
dilute the constrictive features of APMC, the farm-to-fork linkage is still undeveloped. These village
mini-marts are a step in the right direction.

The biggest announcement, of course, was the promise of a 50% margin over cost of cultivation,
as minimum support price (MSP) for all crops. The MSP has always been a political instrument.
The recommendations of the Commission on Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP) have often
been overruled in the cabinet, to accommodate the political demands of coalition partners from
certain states. MSP decisions have become more rational, but remain political nevertheless, as
this budget announcement proves. The MSP itself is like a free “put” option sold to the farmer, and
becomes operative only if the market price falls below the threshold. In that sense it is an
insurance mechanism. But in the last two years we have seen many instances when farmers have
had to resort to distress sale below MSP. In any case, it benefits farmers with a surplus to sell.
The actual fiscal resource set aside for the large MSP hike is not very much. Besides, there is
some lack of clarity on the base for calculating the cost of cultivation.

But more fundamentally, this is a solution which has been tried umpteen times and which has
failed. The price intervention in the output market (and also inputs) is the bane of agriculture,
which harks back to the early days of industrialization and import substitution in the 1950s. Indeed,
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some may say that the Nehruvian approach of keeping food (and farm) prices low so as to keep
industrial wages low, was itself inspired by the Stalinist Soviet style central planning. Ever since
then, the farm story has been one of continuous and intrusive price and movement controls,
monopoly food procurement, storage and distribution, with massive attendant leakages, with
innumerable piecemeal Band Aid-type fixes. Farming is never accorded the status of a business,
to be run along capitalist principles, with unshackled economic freedom, so that the farmer can
plan, sow, reap, sell and distribute as he deems best. Denied direct access to consumers, to
forward markets, to capital, technology and to corporate structure, this is a basic flaw in our
approach to farm policy. Indeed, it’s in countries where bourgeois capitalism sprouted and
flourished in agriculture (e.g. Japan, Switzerland) that farmers enjoy a high standard of living.

In India, turning the fortunes of the farm sector, one of our highest priorities, is like turning the
Titanic. But, at the very least, it is important to accept the paradigm that what the farmer needs is
more economic freedom, not more price and quantity controls, and cleverly designed subsidies.
For instance, removing the concept of a minimum export price for all crops is a step in that
direction. It acknowledges the right of the farmer to tap into an international price, without
constraint. So while we may debate the 50% hike in MSP, let’s not lose sight of the main goal,
which is to truly unshackle the farmer and farm sector.

Ajit Ranade is chief economist at Aditya Birla Group.

Comments are welcome at views@livemint.com
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Steps taken by Government to attract fresh investments in the Urea Sector
Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers

Steps taken by Government to attract fresh investments in
the Urea Sector

Commercial Production of 1.3 MMTPA Coal Bed Methane
based Greenfield Ammonia-Urea complex of Matix Fertilisers
& Chemicals Limited at Panagarh, West Bengal started on
1st October, 2017: Shri Rao Inderjit Singh

Posted On: 06 FEB 2018 1:23PM by PIB Delhi

Minister of State for Planning (IC) and Chemicals & Fertilizers, Shri Rao Inderjit Singh, in a written
reply to a question on concrete steps taken by the Government to attract fresh investments in the
urea sector and to make the country self-sufficient in this sector, in Lok Sabha today, informed that
the Government has announced New Investment Policy – 2012 (NIP-2012) on 2nd January, 2013
and its amendment on 7th October 2014 to facilitate fresh investment in urea sector and to make
India self-sufficient in the urea sector.

Shri Singh informed that under the provisions of NIP-2012 and its amendment, Matix Fertilisers &
Chemicals Limited (Matix) has set up a Coal Bed Methane (CBM) based Greenfield Ammonia-
Urea complex at Panagarh, West Bengal with the installed capacity of 1.3 MMT per annum. The
commercial production of Matix has started on 1st October, 2017. Chambal Fertilizers &
Chemicals Limited (CFCL) has also proposed to set up a brownfield project with capacity of 1.34
MMT at Gadepan, Rajasthan, which is likely to start commercial production in January, 2019.

 

The Minister further informed that the installed capacity of 30 urea manufacturing units is 207.54
LMT against which the total indigenous urea production during the year 2015-16 and 2016-17 was
244.75 LMT and 242.01 LMT respectively. In order to increase the production of fertilizers by
Central PSUs, Government has decided to revive closed units namely Gorakhpur, Sindri, Talcher
and Ramagundam units of (FCIL) and Barauni unit of Hindustan Fertilizer Corporation Limited
(HFCL) by setting up of 1.27 Million Metric Tonne per annum urea plant at these units. All of these
units are targeted to become operational by 2020-21, Shri Singh added.

 

In addition to above, the Government has also decided to install a new Urea plant of 8.646 Lakh
Metric Ton (LMT) per annum in the existing premises of Brahmaputra Valley Fertilizer Corporation
Limited (BVFCL), which will subsequently replace the existing Namrup II (Capacity 2.40 LMT) and
Namrup III (Capacity 2.70 LMT) units, the Minister added.

 

In a written reply to a separate question in Lok Sabha today, Shri Singh informed that the total
urea capacity in the country capacity after revamping of the five units at Gorakhpur, Sindri, Talcher
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and Ramagundam and Barauni is likely to be 304.5 LMTPA.   In addition, two plants of combined
capacity of 26.4 LMTPA are also being set up/commissioned in the private sector.  This will further
augment capacity to nearly 33 MMTPA. This augmentation in production capacity should help
India in moving towards achieving self-sufficiency in urea, the Minister added.

 

*****

VM
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A crisis, an opportunity

The 50th year of the Insecticides Act has coincided with distressing news from the countryside. In
Yavatmal district of Maharashtra, more than 30 farmers and farm labourers have died due to
pesticide poisoning. In 2013, in Bihar, more than 20 school children lost their lives after consuming
mid-day meal contaminated with a highly toxic pesticide.

In India, the consumption of pesticides has shown an upward trend from approximately 14,000
metric tonnes in 1965 to close to 56,000 metric tonnes in 2014-15. Pesticides are toxic chemicals.
Monocrotophos, the pesticide said to be responsible for deaths in both Bihar and Yavatmal, is
classified by the WHO as highly hazardous. In response to the deaths caused due to the
consumption of pesticide-contaminated imported wheat, the Government of India enacted the
Insecticides Act, 1968. The Act regulates the import, manufacture, sale, transport and distribution
and use of pesticides.

There might be multiple reasons at play in the Yavatmal tragedy. One is the lack of awareness
among the farmers about the hazardous nature of the pesticide. As per the Insecticides Rules of
1971, the pesticide containers should carry a specific colour mark which is associated with the
toxic nature of the pesticide. But as an ongoing survey in Bhandara district in Maharashtra shows,
farmers are often oblivious of the implication of the colour code. They also do not read and follow
the instructions on the label or the leaflet provided with the container.

For the selection and application of pesticides, farmers rely heavily on the dealer for advice. The
advice provided by the dealers rarely focuses on safety. Regulations regarding basic educational
qualifications of pesticide dealers were introduced as late as 2015. Last year, the Ministry of
Agriculture exempted existing licencees who are more than 45 years old and who have pesticide
dealership experience of more than 10 years. This change defeats the purpose of the regulations.

The advice provided by the dealers on the selection of pesticides is driven by their economic
interest rather than knowledge of pest control. Non-genuine pesticides flood the market. A recent
report of FICCI claims that the non-genuine sales account for approximately 30 per cent of the
volume of the domestic pesticide industry.

The framework of pesticide risk regulation as laid down by the 1968 Act has failed to achieve its
objectives. The 29th report of the Standing Committee of Agriculture, published in 2016, has
recommended the formation of a Pesticide Development and Regulation Authority. The
government has not taken any decision on this recommendation. The Pesticide Management Bill,
2008, is pending in Parliament. However, states will have to engage with farmers and assist them
in the selection of pesticides, and create awareness about the hazards.

One way to change the status quo is to initiate a prescription-based system through the use of
mobile technology. Existing e-pest surveillance programmes like Crop Pest Surveillance and
Advisory Project, initiated by the Maharashtra government in 2008, that are designed to undertake
real-time monitoring of pests and to provide pest control advice to the farmers by SMS, could be
reformed into a multi-purpose Pesticide Prescription and Transaction System (PPTS).

The mobile number of the farmer will be registered with the proposed PPTS. The prescription in
the form of a unique reference number (URN) will be sent to the farmer by SMS. The URN will
also serve as the prescription tracking number. The farmer will have to share the URN with the
dealer who will validate the URN with the PPTS. This will decode the URN and a system-
generated one-time transaction password (OTP) along with the decoded prescription will be sent
to the farmer’s registered mobile number. The dealer will have to feed the OTP in the system to
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complete documentation of the transaction. The system will then generate a receipt along with
details of prescription including the URN.

For each transaction, the PPTS will also provide information about hazards and suggest safety
measures to the farmer. Thus, the PPTS will be a robust data platform that will address the lack of
awareness and also end the dependence of farmers on dealers as pesticide advisers. The inbuilt
traceability feature will also help to limit the selling of illegal and non-genuine pesticides.

Do the central and state governments have the will to convert the tragedy like Yavatmal into an
opportunity to reform the system?
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NHAI to Launch Pilot Project for Implementation of “Pay as You Use” Tolling on Delhi-Mumbai
Highway
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

NHAI to Launch Pilot Project for Implementation of “Pay as
You Use” Tolling on Delhi-Mumbai Highway

Posted On: 07 FEB 2018 2:31PM by PIB Delhi

Paving the way for the implementation of the Budget announcement regarding “Pay as you use”
tolling in India, the National Highways Authority of India is executing a pilot project to study the
implement ability of the system in the country. The pilot project involves implementing a satellite
based electronic toll collection system running on GPS/GSM technology for around 500
commercial vehicles on the Delhi Mumbai national highway. The project will run for one year.

 Working on a combination of mobile telecommunications technology (GSM) and the satellite-
based Global Positioning System, the proposed tolling system would be able to deduct money
from a vehicle account, credit the money to the concessionaire within one day and open the toll
gate. In case of a failed transaction it would be able to alert the toll operator to collect payment
manually and not open the gate

The pilot project will look at ways to integrate the new solution with the existing pre-paid wallet
account offered by NHAI under the FASTag program. It will also draw a comparison between
distance based tolling and the existing tolling system, as also virtual tolling Vs normal tolling.

The RFP for the project was floated on 25th Januray 2018. The pre-bid meeting is on 9th February
and the Bid Due Date is 26th February, 2018.

*****
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Technology can make infrastructure safer

There is a common thread that binds India’s frequent accidents involving railways, roads and
bridges, dams and other civil infrastructure: the unrelenting focus on quantity by successive
governments has sometimes exacted its cost from quality. The inadequacy of our present
infrastructure, however, cannot be an excuse for creating a below-par infrastructure that is in
frequent need of repair or upgrades.

In fact, the current government’s focus on transforming infrastructure, which includes housing for
all and smart cities, presents an unprecedented opportunity to build or upgrade existing urban and
civil infrastructure that is world-class in terms of efficiency and safety.

To do so, we need to first reorient our construction goals and commit to performance metrics that
emphasize safety, efficiency and longevity of infrastructure projects as much as the speed and
time of project completion. Once these metrics are in place, the actual execution is relatively
straightforward—with judicious application of specialized technology in constructing or maintaining
the infrastructure.

Consider the example of roads, where right grading and compacting (using a road roller) of the
surface before and after road construction makes all the difference between producing a road
surface that is smooth, wobble-free and lasts for years versus one that is undulated, gets water
logged and withers away in the first heavy rain. Advanced machine-control technologies available
today allow global positioning system (GPS)-enabled precise and automated control of hydro-
mechanical components of construction equipment for highly accurate grading and compacting.
Contrast this with manual compacting that involves little precision for the person driving the road
roller, and depends solely on his instinct or skill to determine how many times the surface should
be rolled. In fact, once the grading and road-rolling equipment is automated and remotely
controlled, precise values fed into the system are able to create safer and durable world-class
roads.

In case of railway infrastructure, which is in dire need of an upgrade, safety is perhaps an even
more critical consideration. Derailments, which in turn are frequently caused by fractures in railway
lines, have been responsible for more than half of 586 railway accidents in the last five years,
according to a 20 August report in Hindustan Times. Today, we have sensors that can continually
monitor track movement in real time and raise alerts in case of any cracks or abnormality, thus
allowing the signalling room to stop the train and prevent a derailment. When deployed on flood-
prone roads and bridges, these sensors can raise alerts to slow down or restrict rail or road
traffic—or stop it altogether in case of a grave threat.

Structural monitoring is useful when new metro lines or flyovers are being added in congested
areas; but it is more critical in the vicinity of many old or heritage buildings (as is the case in
Mumbai today), or in case of dilapidated buildings in seismically active places like in Delhi. Every
monsoon, dozens of old or dilapidated buildings collapse in cities across India. Imagine how many
lives could be saved if our municipalities mandated the use of structural monitoring systems in
buildings older than a prescribed age and evacuate their occupants well in time when the sensors
raise an alert?

These monitoring systems typically consist of high resolution strong motion recorders (to detect
seismic activity), total stations (electronic/optical instruments used in modern surveying and
building construction) and global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers feeding data into an
advanced monitoring software solution. They can also detect minute changes in a building’s
structural and position parameters due to tunnelling or digging and can help the authorities ensure
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that existing buildings stand their ground unmoved by the vibrations.

For example, in the US, the California Strong Motion Instrumentation Program (CSMIP) records
the strong shaking of the ground and structures during earthquakes through a state-wide network
of strong motion instruments—California being the most seismically active of all the 50 US states.
CSMIP maintains recording instruments at more than 1,150 locations state-wide, including the city
halls of Los Angeles, San Francisco and Oakland, and at the State Capitol. A number of high-
rises, dams and all major bridges are instrumented. Similar systems monitor buildings, including
prestigious landmarks in Australia and New Zealand, including Te Puna o Waiwhetu,
Christchurch’s main art gallery, which is otherwise designed to withstand earthquakes.

The contrast with India is stark, however, as we have collectively often neglected infrastructure
safety. In a majority of projects, safety for the end-user is more of a regulatory afterthought—a list
where boxes must be ticked rather than safety being an absolute precondition for design and
execution. This needs to change—and the change must come in the form of a national vow for
making our civil infrastructure safer for all.

Rajan Aiyer is managing director, India and SAARC region, Trimble Inc.
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21 Dry Ports currently under development in the Country
Ministry of Shipping

21 Dry Ports currently under development in the Country

Posted On: 08 FEB 2018 5:07PM by PIB Delhi

Twenty one Dry Ports are currently under development in the country. The proposal for setting up
of Dry Ports which include Inland Container Depots (ICDs), Container Freight Stations (CFSs) and
Air Freight Stations (AFSs),  are received from Central/State Govt. PSUs and private developers.
These are approved by an Inter-Ministerial Committee (IMC) which acts as a single window
clearance mechanism for setting up of ICDs/CFSs in India. The list of Dry Ports approved for
development by IMC is as follows-

List of Under-implementation ICDs/CFSs/AFSs as on 05-02-2018.
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S.
No.

Place /
Location

Whether
ICD or
CFS

Agency/Company
 

State

 1.
Kakinada, East Godavari
Distt @

CFS
Innovative Container  Services Pvt.
Ltd

AP

 1. Surareddypalem, Praksam ICD A. S. Shipping Agencies Pvt. Ltd. AP

 1.
At Kikinada, Andhra
Pradesh

CFS M/s Fortuna Port Services (P) Ltd. AP

 1. Patna, Bihar ICD
Pristine Magadh Infrastructure Pvt.
Ltd.

Bihar

 1. Naya Raipur ICD Container Corporation of India Limited
Chhattisgarh

 1. Kapashera AFS Continental Carriers Limited
Delhi

 1. Hazira, Surat CFS Hazira Container Freight Station Pvt. Gujarat

 1.
Paiki, Village Motakapaya,
Mundra

CFS
Rishi Container Freight Station Pvt.
Limited

Gujarat

 1. Viramgam, Ahmedabad ICD Gateway Rail Freight Limited Gujarat

 1. Rajkot ICD AlaAgropower Ltd. Gujarat

 1.
Attible, AnekalTaluk,
Bangalore

ICD
Palrecha Infrastructure and
Developers

Karnataka

 1.
Mihan Area of District
Nagpur

ICD Container Corporation of India Limited Maharashtra

 1. Jharsuguda ICD CONCOR Odisha

 1. Kila Raipur, Ludhiana ICD Hind Terminals Pvt. Ltd. Punjab

15.
Kila Raipur, Ludhiana ICD Adani Logistics Limited Punjab

16.
Hindaun ICD Kribhco Infrastructure Ltd. Rajasthan

17.
Ayyanadaippu, Tuticorin CFS Prompt Terminals Pvt. Limited Tamil Nadu

18.
PonneriTaluka, Thiruvallur CFS Supply Chain Logistics Tamil Nadu

19. Kattupalli Village,
Thiruvallur, Chennai

CFS Apollo World Connect Limited Tamil Nadu

20.
Khidirpur, Kolkata CFS

Trans World Terminals Private
Limited

West Bengal

21. South -24 Pargana,
Sonapur, Kolkata

CFS Allcargo Logistics Ltd. West Bengal

 

T h i s
information
was given
by Union
Minister of
Sta te  fo r
S h i p p i n g
a n d
F i n a n c e
Shri  Pon.
Radhakris
hnan in a
w r i t t e n
r e p l y  i n
Lok Sabha
today.
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The lowdown on the MSP road map

Amid the increasing agrarian distress across the country, the Union Budget 2018-19 proposed to
give farmers a minimum support price (MSP) 1.5 times of the production cost. The agriculture
sector provides food security to 1.3 billion people, absorbs 54% of the workforce and touches the
lives of two-thirds of the rural population. Yet it is lagging, resulting in widening disparity between
the farm-dependant population and those working in the other sectors.

The Union government introduced public procurement of paddy and wheat at the MSP in 1965-66
to address grain shortage. For calculating production cost, two broad concepts — Cost A 2 and
Cost C 2 — are used. Cost A 2 includes all expenses paid by the farmer in cash or kind such as
seed, fertilizer, farmyard manure, pesticides, hired labour, machine labour and irrigation and
maintenance costs. It also includes rent paid for leased-in land, depreciation of assets, interest on
the working capital and the imputed cost of owned seed, farmyard manure and machine labour.
Cost C 2 is calculated by adding to Cost A 2 the imputed cost of family labour, the interest on fixed
capital and the rental value of owned land. The question being raised from several quarters is
whether the proposed increase will be based on the formula for MSP recommended by the
National Commission on Farmers, 2006.

Dr. M.S. Swaminathan, in his report submitted to the Central government in 2006, recommended
that MSP be based on production cost (C 2 cost) plus a 50% margin. The government submitted a
written reply in the Supreme Court against this formula. However, Union Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley, in his budget speech, announced the MSP fixation on the basis of production cost plus a
50% margin. The technical detail in this regard, though, was missing in the speech. Production
cost means all paid-out costs, including the rent paid for leased-in land and the imputed value of
family labour.

Baldev Singh Dhillon, Vice-Chancellor of the Ludhiana-based Punjab Agricultural University, a
pioneer of the Green Revolution in India, points out that the Finance Minister announced that the
MSP for the Rabi crops for the crop year 2017-18 had been fixed on the basis of production cost
plus a 50% margin, which is not borne out by data. That indicates that the Central government
may be working on some other definition of production cost rather than the C 2 cost. “Although
remunerative prices are required for a desirable level of living for the farmers, MSP is no panacea
for all problems as 85% of the farmers in the country are small farmers (owing less than 5 acres)
and have little marketable surplus. Hence, the inputs subsidy policy should have been formulated
to watch the interests of these farmers. The staggered MSP is another option for reducing the glut
in the market during the harvesting season, easing the role of procurement agencies and
minimising storage losses and costs. But these issues are missing from the budget,” he says.

The Ramesh Chand Committee, constituted to examine the methodological issues in fixing MSP,
suggested that for calculating production cost, family labour head should be considered a skilled
worker. Further, it said the interest on working capital should be given for the whole season
against the existing half season, and the actual rental value prevailing in the village should be
considered without a ceiling on the rent. Moreover, post-harvest costs, including cleaning, grading,
drying, packaging, marketing and transportation, should be included. The committee
recommended that the cost C 2 should be raised by 10% to account for the risk premium and
managerial charges. Many experts believe that to address the current agrarian crisis, MSP should
be fixed on the basis of the Ramesh Chand Committee’s report.

VIKAS VASUDEVA

END
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Aadhaar that doesn’t exclude

Aadhaar is in the news today partly because of security concerns and partly because of reports
that the poor are unable to receive PDS rations because of failures in Aadhaar authentication.
Here, we will focus on the latter with an eye to look for ways to bring down the exclusion errors.

At the outset, we should make clear that we were enthusiastic cheerleaders for Aadhaar until quite
recently. Technology, we had hoped, would solve the problems of corruption as well as exclusion.

What has changed? Why the rethink?

We believed that like any new technology, Aadhaar would be experimented with, first in urban
areas where there was good connectivity and with a clientele that was somewhat used to
electronic transactions, and once the flaws had been troubleshot, then it would be tried in other
areas. We never imagined that a state like Jharkhand, with a large tribal population and weak
connectivity, would have Aadhaar Assisted Biometric Authentication (AABA) imposed on it before
the reliability of the technology had been established. Inevitably, there have been multiple reports
of authentication failures affecting the most vulnerable segments of the population in the most
vulnerable areas. Ironically, these are the people who have the greatest need for subsidised food.
Technology thus deployed defeats the very purpose of the Food Security Act. The starvation
deaths reported in these areas highlight the seriousness of the problem but they do not reveal its
magnitude in terms of the number of people adversely affected.

A recent study by Jean Dreze and his co-authors, based on a survey of about 1,000 households in
32 villages in Jharkhand, estimates that the exclusion errors were as high as 20 per cent in areas
where biometric authentication was required for every sale. This is simply unacceptable.

The response of the UID authority to such reports is blanket denial. This would carry some
conviction if the denials were accompanied by official data on exclusion errors. The Unique
Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), of course, maintains that it only provides a platform and
that applications (such as PDS) that use Aadhaar are within the domain of the respective
ministries. Even if true, it does not justify the absence of active efforts by the UIDAI in locating the
extent of exclusion errors and the contribution of authentication failures.

In recent days, there has been a flurry of announcements on the use of virtual IDs to secure
greater privacy and the use of facial biometrics to reduce exclusion errors. The willingness to
improve the technology is laudable. But for the immediate, the UIDAI must confer with the line
ministries and the state governments to reflect on the design of the PDS. The limits of technology,
whether in terms of the failure to authenticate biometrics or the absence of connectivity, should not
hurt the poor.

The contradiction of the current design is that it places the PDS dealer — from whose corrupt
dealings the poor were to be saved by Aadhaar — firmly in charge of making biometrics work for
each beneficiary every month. This does not have to be so. Some years ago, the Madhya Pradesh
government devised a scheme where the biometric authentication would be done only once a year
(and that too by agencies unconnected with the PDS). On that basis, households were to be given
coupons to be cashed at fair-price shops. The coupons were bar coded to prevent duplication and
misuse. The commissions to administer the scheme were indexed to volume. So administrators
had every reason to minimise the exclusion error. The beauty of this scheme was that it placed
manageable demands on Aadhaar authentication and did not rely on the PDS dealer to make it
work.
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While the MP government lost its nerve on the eve of its implementation, the government and the
UIDAI must pick up on good ideas and be realistic about how and when Aadhaar authentication
can be insisted on. They should realise that while pursuing the problem of identity fraud, they are
creating a far more serious problem of exclusion errors in areas where the human costs of
exclusion are the highest. The government should seriously consider “Aadhaar light” designs such
as the MP scheme.

We don’t see why there is the need for biometric authentication for every sale when the
information about the account holders (Aadhaar numbers) as well as transactions are
computerised. If the point-of-sale terminal has a digital record of all the customers (along with their
Aadhaar numbers) entitled to buy their rations in that outlet, there is little scope for identity fraud. A
fake card would show up as a duplicate. Why not just issue Aadhaar holders smart cards that can
be swiped like credit cards rather than biometric authentication which requires a far more
sophisticated technology that we have not been able to operate reliably yet? As long as the
payment to the dealer is contingent on the recorded transaction via a smart card, like any other
credit card transaction, the scope for identity fraud is minimised.

Of course, there remains the possibility of quantity fraud whether the authentication is done
through smart cards or biometrics. The PDS dealer can just lie to an ignorant customer and assert
that the authentication had failed and sell that quota on the open market. In the MP scheme even
that possibility is blocked, as the customer does not have to hand over the coupons until she has
the merchandise in hand.

A technology is only as good as the judiciousness with which it is used.
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Shri Nitin Gadkari releases India’s first ever Highway Capacity Manual
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

Shri Nitin Gadkari releases India’s first ever Highway
Capacity Manual

Manual will guide Road Engineers and Policy Makers about
Road Expansion

Posted On: 12 FEB 2018 4:57PM by PIB Delhi

The Minister of Road Transport & Highways, Shipping and Water Resources, River Development
and Ganga Rejuvenation Shri Nitin Gadkari released India’s first ever Highway Capacity Manual
in New Delhi today. The manual, known as Indo-HCM, has been developed by CSIR – CRRI on
the basis of an extensive, country-wide study of the traffic characteristics  on different categories 
of roads like single lane, two-lane, multi-lane urban roads,  inter-urban highways and
 expressways and the associated intersections on these roads. The study involved seven
academic institutions including IITs at Roorkee, Mumbai and Guwahati, School of Planning and
Architecture, New Delhi, Indian Institute of Engineering and Science and Technology, Shibpur,
Sardar Vallabhai Patel National Institute of Technology, Surat and Anna University, Chennai.

 

The manual lays down guidelines for when and how to expand or manage different types of roads
and their intersections and the level of services to be put in place.   It is designed to be a useful
tool for guiding road engineers and policy makers in the country. It has been developed based on
the unique nature and diversity of traffic on Indian roads. While countries like USA, China,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Taiwan developed their own Highway Capacity Manuals long time back, this
is the first time that the manual has been developed in India.

 

Speaking on the occasion Shri Nitin Gadkari expressed hope that the long awaited manual would
help in the scientific planning and expansion of road infrastructure in the country. Calling upon the
scientific fraternity, as well as the designers, policy makers and executioners of highways projects
the Minister said that India urgently needs to catch up with the world’s best technology and
practices being used in the sector so that we are able to build world class infrastructure that is
safe, cost effective and environment friendly. Shri Gadkari also underscored the need to
popularize the use of new material like fly-ash, plastic, oil slag and municipal waste in road
construction, saying that scientists and the media should also play an active role in this regard. He
also called upon researchers and engineers to expedite formulation of a good design for safe and
effective speed breakers for Indian roads.

****

NP/
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Budget 2018’s pivot to agriculture: What will it cost?

Union Budget 2018 has received much attention for its pivot to agriculture and rural development.
With parliamentary elections approaching next year and continuing reports of rural distress, the
attention to the rural sector was expected.

The proposal that has received the most attention is the promise that minimum support prices
(MSP) will be fixed so that they are 50% higher than the unit cost of production. Over the past
couple of years, the National Democratic Alliance government has warmed up to the idea of
increasing MSP for rice and wheat. Last year, it extended the procurement model to pulses. The
stupendous response caught the government off-guard and the government was unable to
guarantee MSP for all purchases even after purchasing about 1.5 million tons in 2017. Much of
that stock remains with the government and hangs over the market, depressing prices.

The pulse fiasco is emblematic of the procurement model. Unless the government steps in with a
commitment to buy whatever is offered to it, there is no assurance that prices can be supported.
Open-ended procurement needs elastic fiscal resources, and the presence of purchase agents
and associated infrastructure. Even in foodgrains, where the commitment is firm, the model has
worked well only in some parts of the country.

Saner voices in successive governments (including this one) have seen the procurement and
storage model as a political trap with costs that extend to wasteful subsidies, food inflation,
distortions to cropping patterns and unsustainable groundwater extraction. It is these practical
considerations that have led governments to not implement support prices (except for rice and
wheat) despite announcing them for 26 kharif and rabi crops. So how can the circle be squared?

MSPs will be fixed with reference to A2+FL cost (which is paid-out costs plus the imputed value of
family labour) rather than the C2 costs (which also includes the imputed value of interest on value
of land and machines). Since support prices already satisfy the 50% mark-up over A2+FL, this
gets the government out of the jam.

However, this is not so. Even if based on A2+FL, the MSPs have to be implemented. As the pulse
procurement experience shows, this is sure to be demanding—logistically as well as financially.
This is acknowledged indirectly in the budget speech when the finance minister said
“….Government should purchase either at MSP or work in a manner to provide MSP for the
farmers through some other mechanism.” What could that other mechanism be?

The only alternative that is at work is the Bhavantar initiative of the Madhya Pradesh government
where the government compensates farmers for the difference between the MSP and market
price. The principal merit of deficiency payments is that the government does not need to procure
any more and can therefore be scaled easily without the inefficiencies of physical handling. Price
deficiency payment schemes have long been a mainstay of farm support in rich countries. These
countries switched to deficiency payments after their procurement-based price supports
accumulated massive stocks. Their experience in this regard was no different from that of rice and
wheat supports in India.

The initial run of the Bhavantar scheme threw up some challenges in terms of coverage of eligible
farmers and more seriously in terms of suspected collusion among traders that suppressed market
prices. These problems apart, the history of price deficiency supports in the developed countries
offers some lessons.

Farmers typically respond to price supports by allocating more land and resources to the
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supported crops. Market prices drop and the subsidy payout quickly becomes much larger than
anticipated. To curtail prices, countries resort to production controls or/and import curbs. For
oilseeds and pulses that are not internationally competitive, these curbs will increase prices
domestically.

It is relevant to recall that WTO negotiations are at this moment stalled because India’s subsidies
to rice and wheat have breached the allowable limits. The current budget proposal will make this
problem acute and it is hard to see how other nations can agree to a ‘peace’ clause that allows
India to offer subsidies to such a broad range of commodities.

A deficiency payments form of price support improves on procurement but is expensive and
wasteful as well. It is also a political trap as evident from the experience of rich countries. Yet, the
pressures for redistribution are strong. Rural incomes are far behind average urban incomes.

Rather than deficiency payments, the government ought to boldly consider direct transfers.
Administratively, it will call for the same information as deficiency payments. The economic
distortions will be far less—in particular, governments have no incentive to curb supplies.

While it is an economist’s dream, direct transfers will not come cheap. India’s gross cropped area
is about 190 million hectares. If Rs10,000 is offered per hectare to all farmers, the subsidy will cost
close to Rs2 trillion. These are upfront costs.

Price supports, whether based on procurement or deficiency payments will have lower upfront
costs but complex dynamic effects on markets, politics and rest of the economy. It would be a
mistake to assume that deficiency payments (unlike procurement driven supports) are inherently
sustainable. If anything, the available evidence from the rich countries suggests otherwise. If the
government is not to sleepwalk into a disaster, it should seriously consider direct transfers as the
way forward.

Published with permission from Ideas For India, an economics and policy portal.

Bharat Ramaswami is a professor at the Indian Statistical Institute.

Comments are welcome at theirview@livemint.com
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Shri R.K. Singh inaugurates ‘Indian Power Stations 2018’ - International Conference on
Operations and Maintenance
Ministry of Power

Shri R.K. Singh inaugurates ‘Indian Power Stations 2018’ -
International Conference on Operations and Maintenance

Power Minister exhorts NTPC to become India’s power
sector multinational, set up plants overseas

Plans to send teams to neighbouring countries to assess
power demand, explore export opportunities

Posted On: 13 FEB 2018 4:55PM by PIB Delhi

Union Minister of State (IC) for Power and New and Renewable Energy, Shri R.K. Singh
inaugurated the ‘Indian Power Stations 2018’ - three-day International Conference on Operations
and Maintenance, here today. The Minister exhorted the NTPC to become India’s power sector
multinational by setting up power plants in other Nations and become world’s largest power
producer. Shri Singh also added that there was huge opportunity to export cheap power to
neighbouring countries which will be beneficial for the entire region.

The Minister said that neighbouring countries like Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Nepal and Bangladesh are
viable markets for export of power, where per unit cost of electricity is very high. He added that
Ministry of Power would explore the idea of sending teams to these countries to assess the
demand for export of power.

Talking about achieving Government’s aim of ‘24x7 Power for All’ Shri Singh said, “If you look at
the entire power sector, the demand has been suppressed because not everyone is connected.
We have just started taking-off and going to enter double digit growth. What we see as excess
capacity today may not turn out to be enough if we unlock that demand. The unlocking of demand
will come but with some constraints. We don’t have a shortage of coal but we need to put in place
mechanisms to get coal from underground to over ground and to the power stations and we need
to do that as soon as possible”.

Further, the Minister added that when all power plants in the country would run at 70-80 per cent
of PLF, there would be no stressed assets. The problem of stressed assets is there because first,
the power plants are not able to get adequate coal and secondly, demand needs to be unlocked.

Sharing his views on the status of renewable energy in the country, Shri Singh said that the
progressive realization of low prices of renewable energy is sending wrong signals to the market.
The Minister said, “The consumers and institutional companies need to understand that this cheap
renewable power by itself is not sufficient and need rebalancing with support of steady power. This
message we need to get across to the people and to DISCOMs”.

Other dignitaries present on the occasion included Shri Ajay Kumar Bhalla, Secretary Power,
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along with other senior officers of the Ministry and NTPC.

 

*****
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India – UAE bilateral investments
Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas

India – UAE bilateral investments

Posted On: 13 FEB 2018 3:09PM by PIB Delhi

Opening statement of Minister of Petroleum &Natural gas Shri Dharmendra Pradhan at his media
interaction here today.

“I want to share with your some historical milestones in the India-UAE oil and gas relations which
were accomplished during the State Visit of Prime Minister Modi to the UAE during Feb 10-11.

Prime Minister Modi made a State Visit to UAE on Feb 10-11 at the invitation of the President of
UAE, Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan. You are all aware that in the last two and half years
since Prime Minister first went to UAE in August 2015 there has been huge intensification of
India's engagement with UAE with four high level, Head of Government visits between the two
countries.

UAE continues to be an important supplier of crude, LNG and LPG to Indian market. UAE is the
5th largest import source and accounts for about 6% of our total crude imports. UAE is also the 3rd

largest source of LPG and POL.

As you are all aware, India is already the 3rd largest consumer of energy in the world. It is the 3rd

largest importer of oil and 4th largest importer of gas. Propelled by an economy that will grow to
more than five-times its current size by 2040, Indian energy demand is forecast by the
International Energy Agency (IEA) to grow by more than any other country in the period to 2040
and account for one-third of total incremental growth.  This also provides for an ideal setting for
India and the UAE to strengthen its hydrocarbon engagement.

Two highlights of PM’s visit were the signing of the Concession Agreement between an Indian
Consortium and ADNOC for award of 10% stake in Lower Zakum Offshore oil field, and an
Agreement between Indian Strategic Petroleum Reserves Ltd (ISPRL) and ADNOC to
operationalize the filling up of a strategic petroleum reserve cavern in Mangalore.

Let me provide you some details of the significance of the two historic agreements signed.

The Concession Agreement awards 10% participating interest in Abu Dhabi’s offshore Lower
Zakum oil field to a consortium of Indian Public Sector companies which comprises ONGC Videsh,
IOCL and BPRL. The Agreement, effective from March 9, 2018, was signed at the Royal Palace in
Abu Dhabi on Feb 10, 2018 in the presence of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and His Highness
Sheikh Mohamed bin ZayedAl Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi.

The offshore concession in favour of the Indian consortium has taken our bilateral engagement in
the oil and gas sector to a golden phase which is in sync with the comprehensive strategic
partnership between our two countries. India and the UAE have progressed from a buyer-seller
relationship to an era of mutual investments in the oil and gas sector.This will be the first Indian
upstream investment in a producing asset in the Gulf region and in the Middle East. The
Agreement reflects the vision of Prime Minister towards strengthening hydrocarbon linkages with
the UAE on a win-win basis. 
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From a current production of 400,000 barrels per day, the production will peak at 450,000 barrels
per day by 2025. Indian share of oil will be 10%, i.e. about 2.24 MMTPA at peak production.
Average share for India will be 1.75 MMTPA for next 40 years. Total cumulative share of the
Indian consortium will be 70 MMT over the next 40 years.

The Concession Agreement will directly boost India’s energy security. Indian share of 900,000
barrels of DAS Crude for March, 2018 and 1.2 million barrels for April, 2018 has already been
offered by ADNOC.Participation will provide a valuable platform to Indian upstream companies to
work alongside the international majors and thus expose them to the latest state-of-the-art
technology and management practices.

The second significant Agreement was between the Indian Strategic Petroleum Reserves Ltd
(ISPRL) and ADNOC to invest in the strategic crude oil storage facility in Mangalore. ADNOC will
invest about $ 400 million by way of storing crude in one ISPRL underground rock cavern in
Mangalore of capacity 5.86 million barrels (0.81 MMT) Period of storage will be 3 years with
automatic extension of 2+2 years.

UAE will be the first country which will participate in India’s Strategic Petroleum Reserves
Programme. It is befitting that a strategic partner like the UAE is also India's valued partner in the
area of SPR. 

The oil storage facility will help boost India’s energy security, as well as enable ADNOC to
efficiently and competitively meet market demand in India and across the fast developing south
east Asian economies. The initial Oil Storage And Management Agreement was signed in January
2017, during the State Visit by H.H Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed to India as Chief Guest at India’s
Republic Day celebrations.

Friends, with the Lower Zakhum acquisition, Indian oil and gas PSUs have investments in 27
countries. You will recall that Indian PSUs made a major acquisition in Russia in 2016. Indian
PSUs - ONGC Videsh, IOCL, BPRL and Oil India Ltd  jointly acquired 49.9% stake in Vankor oil
field and 29.9% in Tassyurakh at an investment of US$ 5.5 billion. This gave India equity oil of 15
MMTOE, which is about 40% of our annual domestic production.

It is a commitment of the government to increase and diversify India’s overseas upstream footprint
and to boost India’s energy security. In this regard, I have just shared with you some concrete
recent efforts of the Government. “

 

-------
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 President of India hosts ‘LPG Panchayat’ at Rashtrapati Bhavan
President's Secretariat

 President of India hosts ‘LPG Panchayat’ at Rashtrapati
Bhavan

Posted On: 13 FEB 2018 1:20PM by PIB Delhi

The President of India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind, hosted an‘LPG Panchayat’today (February 13,
2018) at Rashtrapati Bhavan.

The LPG Panchayat was organised by the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas with an aim to
provide a platform for LPG consumers to interact with each other, promote mutual learning and
share experiences. Each LPG Panchayat has about 100 LPG customers coming together, near
their living areas,to discuss safe and sustainable usage of LPG, its benefits and the link between
clean fuel for cooking and women’s empowerment. The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas
intends to conduct 1 lakh such Panchayats across India before March 31, 2019.

Speaking on the occasion, the President said that the UjjawalaYojana is strengthening women’s
empowerment. He congratulated the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas for efforts to advance
social justice through the health, welfare and empowerment of women. He was confident that the
taking place of LPG Panchayatsas part of theUjjwalaYojanaprocess,will prove very useful.

 

***
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Rent control is crippling India’s richest city

Next to bombing,” Swedish economist Assar Lindbeck wrote in 1971, “rent control seems in many
cases to be the most efficient technique so far known for destroying cities.” The view from the
World Trade Centre in the enclave of wealth that is Mumbai’s island city is instructive for
understanding what he meant. Expensive residential high-rises—or what pass for high-rises in
India—ring it in one direction. The Ambedkar Nagar slum sprawls in the other. It is a dichotomy
repeated all over Mumbai. NITI Aayog chief executive officer Amitabh Kant summed it up pithily
earlier this week. It’s about liveability, not wealth, he tweeted in response to Mumbai being listed in
the latest New World Wealth report as the 12th richest city globally.

The city’s private wealth is a hefty $950 billion. But according to last year’s Mercer Quality of
Living index, it also ranks a poor 154th among global cities when it comes to quality of life. There
are several reasons for this: poor infrastructure, deficient urban planning, inadequate public
transport systems. One of the most important, however, feeding into many of the other problems,
is the lack of affordable and accessible rental housing in the city.

Urban economic hubs are built on the back of agglomeration economies. Such economies are
fuelled by internal migration flows. This population churn leads to a spike in housing demand,
pushing up prices. Governments around the world have time and again reacted by adopting the
most counterproductive policy possible—imposing rent controls. This is one of the few issues that
economists across the ideological spectrum agree on, a minor miracle. As Nobel Prize-winning
economist Paul Krugman wrote in 2000, rent control is “among the best-understood issues in all of
economics, and—among economists, anyway—one of the least controversial”.

They have had ample evidence to study. Rent control became a go-to policy in Europe in the
aftermath of World War II as shattered economies and cities were rebuilt. There and elsewhere,
such as New York, it has been singularly damaging. The logic is simple. Imposing price ceilings on
any product below market rates will cause demand to rise even as supply dips. Thus, rent control
has a host of damaging effects: The stock of new housing in the market falls as investment dries
up; landlords lose the incentive to keep their property in good repair; property tax revenue falls;
administrative costs and burdens rise, and with these, the potential for
corruption.

And contrary to its main purpose, rent control does more to harm poor and middle-income
individuals and families than help them; the wealthy have greater capability to tap into the
networks that give access to rent-controlled housing. For instance, multiple studies have found
that the median income of families living in rent-controlled housing in New York is higher than that
of those living in unregulated housing.

Mumbai is a poster child for such policies and their inevitable consequences. A substantial chunk
of it—most of the island city, in fact—comes under rent control regulations that date back to the
Bombay Rents, Hotel and Lodging House Rates Control Act, 1947. The Act froze rents at 1940
rates or at rates decided by the courts. The market tried to find a way, as markets will. The pagdi
system was one avenue. It allows rent-controlled properties to be “sold” from one tenant to
another at something approaching market rates, but does little to address the rent issue. Leave
and licence agreements that worked outside the rent control system were another avenue. But in
1973, the Maharashtra government brought housing operating under this arrangement under rent
control as well. The Maharashtra Rent Control Act, 1999, replaced the 1947 legislation, but
retained the controls for the most part, save for updating the cut-off for baseline prices.

In a 2015 paper, Decline Of Rental Housing In India: The Case Of Mumbai, Vaidehi Tandel,
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Shirish Patel, Sahil Gandhi, Abhay Pethe and Kabir Agarwal have looked at the outcomes,
examining data from the new property tax cell of the municipal corporation of Greater Mumbai.
The results are unsurprising. In 1961, self-occupied and tenanted housing were in about equal
proportion. Between 1961 and 2010, about 95% of residential construction was for ownership and
only 5% for rental. This crunch, compounded by a floor space index that is, unfathomably, among
the lowest of any major city, leaves migrants with few options. Home ownership is for a small
minority, given elevated prices and the difficulty of accessing credit. Another minority may be able
to afford the high rentals in the slender slice of the market that comprises unrestricted rental
housing. For the rest, there are the slums—or rental housing in far-flung areas, adding to the
burgeoning economic cost of traffic congestion in the city and burdening its infrastructure further.

Over the past three years, there have been repeated attempts by the Devendra Fadnavis
government to address the rent control problem. They have all come a cropper. Affected tenants
make for a much larger vote bank than landlords, and the emotiveness of the issue makes any
such attempt vulnerable to opposition pressure. Indeed, removing rent control in one go is both
politically unviable and potentially too disruptive economically. But moving from the current first-
generation controls to second-generation rent stabilization—where landlords are allowed to raise
rents with a cap linked to market rates—is a must. And the eventual goal must be phasing out
controls altogether.

There are 28 billionaires living in Mumbai. Most of the rest have it much tougher. The government
should get out of the way in the housing market and let them do what they do best. After all, they
are the ones who made Mumbai an economic powerhouse.

Should Mumbai repeal its rent control laws? Tell us at views@livemint.com
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Union Agriculture & Farmers Welfare Minister, Shri Radha Mohan Singh addresses the National
Banana Festival, 2018 held in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Union Agriculture & Farmers Welfare Minister, Shri Radha
Mohan Singh addresses the National Banana Festival, 2018
held in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

Posted On: 17 FEB 2018 4:47PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Agriculture & Farmers Welfare Minister, Shri Radha Mohan Singh addressed at the
National Banana Festival, 2018 held in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala today. Text of Shri Radha
Mohan Singh’s speech is following:-

Banana and plantains major staple food crop for millions of people in tropical developing
countries, have a history of over 4000 years, dating back to 2020 BC. Banana is native of
India and is widely grown in tropical, sub-tropical, and coastal region of India. In the recent
years, there is a growing recognition of the importance of banana and plantains as
household food, nutritional security, as well as social security in many parts of the world. 
In India, there has been a significant increase in terms of area, production, and productivity
in the last two decades.

Today, banana is cultivated in more than 130 countries across the world in 5.00 million
hectare and yielding 103.63 million tonnes of banana and plantain (FAO, 2013). India is
the largest producer of banana in the world with 29.7 million tonnes from an area of 0.88
million hectares with a productivity of 37 MT/ha. Although India accounts for only 15.5per
cent in area, its contribution in the world’s production is 25.58per cent. Thus, banana has
emerged as one of the important fruit crops, which is easily available to common man. It is
predicted that with ever-increasing demand, 60 million tonnes of banana will be needed to
meet the domestic demand in 2050. There is also a considerable scope for the export of
banana and its products, which further enhances the demand. Bananas and plantains are
continuously showing an impressive growth worldwide. It’s year round availability,
affordability, taste, nutritional and medicinal value makes it the favourite fruit among every
section of the society with good export potential.

World banana production is concentrated in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and Latin America
because of the climatic conditions. Production and productivity of banana has considerably
increased with expansion of area due to interventions under Mission for Integrated
Development of Horticulture, which promotes adoption of High Density Planting, use of
Tissue Culture Plants and other interventions in Post-Harvest Management (PHM)
infrastructure. So far, 11,809 pack houses and 34.92 lakh MT of cold storage capacity
have been created in the last three and half years. The growing awareness of banana for
its nutrition high economic returns, and export potential, area under banana cultivation has
increased. In three and half years, Banana Producing Farmers have benefitted from
Mission for Integrated Development of Horticulture (MIDH) scheme initiated by the Modi
Government.
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Due to urbanization and erosion of wild bananas in their natural habitat, there is a need to
conserve the available genetic diversity. Musa wild species and its allied species form an
important source for resistant genes for biotic and abiotic stresses. Biotic and abiotic
stresses are the main constraints, which reduces the productivity considerably. Production
constraints also vary from region to region, however, many problems are similar in nature.
This complexity of problems calls for basic, strategic, and adaptive research to maximize
the productivity.

Banana  and  plantain  breeding has its inherent complex problems and recent
biotechnology  tools/approaches help in achieving the projected results, and  the  real 
impact  can  be  expected  in the near future. With a production target of 60 million tonnes
in 2050, the major production constraints like increasing input costs such as fertilizers,
irrigation and management of insect pests and diseases like TR4 are being done to
maximize the production.

New initiatives are being taken to give a fillip to the areas like genetic engineering,
molecular breeding, organic farming, integrated pest and disease management,
physiological, bio-chemical and genetic basis for biotic and abiotic stress management,
adoption of post-harvest technology, use of ripening chamber and value addition from
waste to wealth. I am sure that deliberations made in the conference will form the base for
strengthening research and opening up new opportunities to fulfil its mandate in banana
research and address the future challenges for higher growth and development, so that
doubling of farmer’s income could be achieved.

APS/AK
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From Plate To Plough: A vision coloured green

The finance minister announced Operation Greens, on the lines of Operation Flood, with a seed
capital of Rs 500 crore in his speech on February 1. Three days later, the Prime Minister backed
the scheme at a parivartan rally in Bengaluru. He said farmers are his TOP priority — T is for
tomatoes, O for onions, and P for potatoes.

Operation Flood changed the face of milk production in India, making the country the largest
producer of milk in the world — in 2016-2017, the country produced 164 million metric tonnes
(MMT). But it’s important to note that Operation Flood was driven largely by smallholders and the
AMUL model has ensured that 75-80 per cent of the price paid by milk consumers goes to the
farmers. Operation Greens wants to replicate that success story in fruit and vegetables, starting
with tomatoes, onions and potatoes.

The main objective of this project, according to the finance ministry, is to reduce price volatility in
these commodities, thereby helping farmers augment incomes on a sustainable basis. It also aims
to provide these vegetables to consumers at affordable prices. The litmus test of this scheme
would be in containing the booms and busts in prices. It will need to avert situations where farmers
have been forced to dump potatoes and tomatoes on roads. Also, checking the prices from going
through the roof has compelled the government to ban exports. It has resorted to de-stocking and
conducted income tax raids on traders — the raids on onion traders in September last year is a
case in point.

India is the second largest producer of vegetables in the world with about 180 MMT. But China
produces four times more vegetables than India. The accompanying graph shows a structural
break in India’s vegetable production around 2003-2004. Although not as revolutionary as the
Green Revolution in wheat, or the White Revolution in milk, yields of potatoes, onions and
tomatoes — which constitute almost half of the country’s vegetable production — have shown a
healthy growth. For example, between 2003-2004 and 2017-2018, potato production increased
from 28 MMT to 49 MMT while onion yields went up from 6.3 MMT to 21 MMT and tomato
production increased from 8.1 MMT to 22 MMT.
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PM attends Ground Breaking Ceremony of Navi Mumbai International Airport; dedicates fourth
container terminal at JNPT
Prime Minister's Office

PM attends Ground Breaking Ceremony of Navi Mumbai
International Airport; dedicates fourth container terminal at
JNPT

Posted On: 18 FEB 2018 6:32PM by PIB Delhi

The Prime Minister, ShriNarendraModi, today attended the Ground Breaking Ceremony of Navi
Mumbai International Airport. At a function in Navi Mumbai, he also dedicated the fourth container
terminal at Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust.

Addressing the gathering on the occasion, the Prime Minister noted that he had come to
Maharashtra, a day before the Jayanti of the great ShivajiMaharaj.

The Prime Minister said globalization is a reality of our times and to keep pace with globalisation,
we need top quality infrastructure. He said the Sagarmala project is ushering not only
development of ports but also port-led development.  The Prime Minister said that the Government
of India is devoting significant efforts towards the development of waterways.

The Prime Minister said that the Navi Mumbai airport project has been pending for years. He said
delayed projects cause many problems, and the PRAGATI initiative had been initiated, to give
priority to completion of projects.

He said India's aviation sector is growing tremendously, and there is a sharp increase in the
number of people flying. This makes quality infrastructure in the aviation sector of prime
importance, he added. The Prime Minister said that the Union Government has brought an
aviation policy that is transforming the sector. He added that a strong aviation sector also gives
more economic opportunities. Better connectivity leads to more tourists coming to India, he said.

***
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BIZ-RENEWABLE

The Centre has extended the waiver of inter-State power transmission charges and losses for
solar and wind projects commissioned till March 31, 2022, to give a boost to clean energy sources.
Earlier, the waiver was available to solar and wind power projects commissioned till December 31,
2019, and March 31, 2019, respectively. The waiver was available for a period of 25 years from
the date of commissioning of the project.pti
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Fixing delivery: on direct benefit transfer in fertilizers

Across the hinterlands of the country, a silent revolution is taking place. Each time a farmer
purchases fertilizers from a dealer, he/she presses his or her thumb at a point-of-sale (PoS)
device and an authenticated receipt comes out giving details of the purchase and subsidy to be
paid by the government directly to the manufacturer. The records of dealers are automatically
updated and payment is made digitally or in cash. Farmers, especially those purchasing urea, who
were facing constraints of availability and occasionally overcharged in the past, now receive it at a
printed price with complete transparency. Welcome to the world of direct benefit transfer (DBT) in
fertilizers.

Unlike DBT in LPG where subsidy is directly transferred to the consumer’s bank, and in food
where pilot projects of DBT replacing physical delivery of rations have taken place, DBT in fertilizer
envisages transfer of subsidy to manufacturers upon authentication of purchase by farmers. This
restricts diversion, prevents leakages, and brings about greater transparency, accountability and
efficiency. Given the complex nature of fertilizer subsidies, with multiple producers and varying
cost structures, this was perhaps the best option to begin with. The Standing Committee on
Chemicals and Fertilizers (2016-17), in its 36th Action Taken Report, has recently emphasised
that while implementing DBTs, subsidy should be disbursed directly to the farmer’s bank account.
This requires serious consideration while Phase-I is implemented and stabilised.

‘Fertilizer sector sees tremendous future’

It’s a little over one year since the committee set up by NITI Aayog decided to roll out the pilot on
DBT in fertilizers in 16 districts. Since then DBT in fertilizers has been rolled out in 19 States and
Union Territories and 12 States are expected to come on board this month. In another three
months, DBT in fertilizers is expected to expand its footprint in the entire country. These initiatives
have been supplemented with allied processes set in motion by the Department of Fertilizers
including appointment of 24 State DBT co-coordinators, and organising about 4,500 training
sessions across India. Training videos are also placed on YouTube, and the comprehensive
redress system in place is being expanded to a multilingual help desk.

DBT in fertilizers has had its challenges. An important issue has been connectivity, like other IT-
based initiatives, especially in rural areas. While this has been addressed through flexibility in
choosing the connectivity option (Wifi, LAN, PSTN) or use of external antenna to improve signal
strength, other options have also been considered. Developing the systems and sensitising all
stakeholders to migrate to the new system was an arduous task but it was successfully
implemented.

A major concern is of some dealer attrition, which is probably on account of declining margins and
reduced possibility of diversion or sale at a higher price. This would need to be addressed on
priority, if necessary, by revising the dealer margins.

An independent evaluation agency appointed by NITI Aayog conducted two rounds of surveys of
the pilot districts to get ground-level feedback. In the latest round, they surveyed 5,659 farmers
and 427 retailers across 14 districts in addition to government officials and stakeholders in six
States. The key findings included: the Aadhaar authentication strike rate increased to as high as
97% in three attempts; 85% of farmers received transaction receipts, and 98% were charged the
same amount as mentioned in the receipt; and the grievance redress mechanism has improved
and 79% retailers are satisfied. Interestingly, despite initial challenges, a majority of farmers (and
retailers) prefer the DBT system.
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The challenges posed during implementation are being addressed in real time. Innovative
solutions — such as making the application device agnostic so that retailers can use desktops,
laptops, tablets, smartphones, etc. to run the application — are expected to help. The revamped
toll-free number will soon allow conversations in regional languages. Reducing the waiting time for
farmers purchasing fertilizers is important. While Aadhaar is the preferred form of identification of
buyers, other forms of identification may also be used.

As the pilot expands to more States, the efficiencies of the new system would be increasingly
visible. The broad and overriding goal is to ensure that under no circumstances should any farmer
be denied or refused the opportunity to purchase fertilizers.

Yogesh Suri is Adviser and Desh Gaurav Sekhri is Consultant (Governance and Research), NITI
Aayog. Views are personal

Receive the best of The Hindu delivered to your inbox everyday!

Please enter a valid email address.

Positive developments are taking place with regard to female genital mutilation
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Cabinet committee clears several rail, road projects

The government on Tuesday approved several railway projects, including a 130 km-long Jeypore-
Malkangiri project at a cost of Rs. 2,676 crore and another 425 km-long Jhansi-Manikpur and
Bhimsen-Khairar line doubling-cum-electrification projects costing Rs. 4,956 crore.

The Jeypore-Malkangiri new line project, likely to be completed by 2021-22, will cover the left wing
extremism (LWE) affected districts of Koraput and Malkangiri of Odisha, an official statement said.

Leg-up for Malkangiri

At present, Malkangiri has no rail connectivity. The new line will provide infrastructure support for
overall development and help combat left wing extremism, the statement said.

The Jhansi-Manikpur and Bhimsen-Khairar projects are likely to be completed by 2022-23. The
projects will cover the districts of Jhansi, Mahoba, Banda, Chitrakut Dham in Uttar Pradesh and
Chhatarpur in Madhya Pradesh.

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) also approved 116.95 km-long Bhatni-
Aurnihar line doubling-cum-electrification at a cost of Rs. 1,300.9 crore. Likely to be completed by
2021-22, it will cover the districts of Deoria, Ballia, Mau and Ghazipur in Uttar Pradesh.

The CCEA also gave its approval to the construction of 4.5 km-long two-lane bi-directional
Silkyara Bend-Barkot Tunnel as part of ‘Chardham Mahamarg Pariyojana’. The construction
period of the project is four years.
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The renewable purchase obligation is hurting

India’s major electricity reforms were ushered in through the landmark Electricity Act of 2003. This
Act removed the licensing requirement to produce power, and also led to the unbundling of
generation, transmission and distribution of electricity at the state level. It introduced the radical
idea of open access, and a choice for consumers. It was also the first time that the use of
renewable energy (RE) was advocated as part of the national energy policy.

Five years later, India announced the National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC), which
was to be implemented through eight missions. One of these was the national solar mission,
whose aim was to promote the development and use of solar power. Specific targets were set.
Soon thereafter came the policy of renewable purchase obligations (RPOs), which were to be
implemented by state governments.

The RPOs make it compulsory for all large consumers of energy to ensure that a certain
percentage of that energy mix is from renewable sources such as wind and solar. The compulsion
is like an implicit subsidy boost to the renewable sector. It generates demand for a sector in its
infancy.

The RPO regime predates India’s signing the Paris accord, where it made international
commitments to reduce carbon emissions, and also increase the use of renewable energy. The
Narendra Modi government in 2015 quite dramatically revised upward the national RE ambition to
achieve 175GW by 2022, of which 100GW would be from solar.

As of December 2017, solar and wind capacity in the country was 17GW and 33GW, respectively.
This means that in the next four years, solar capacity needs to increase by 5.8 times, at a
compound annual growth rate of 55.6% per year. Wind energy capacity has hardly increased in
the previous year, so the required growth rates are looking extremely ambitious.

Meanwhile, in the next couple of years, the RPOs will go up to almost 17% of total electricity
consumed. This is enforced by the respective state electricity regulatory commissions. They are
following a pattern recommended by the Central government and regulator.

The Economic Survey of 2017 indicated that the social cost of renewables is three times that of
coal, at around Rs11 per kilowatt-hour. One MW of solar plant requires 5 acres of land, whose
cost is loaded on to the power cost, even assuming the land acquisition itself is hassle-free. Solar
and wind have plant load factors of only 15-20%, which means the installed capacity is idle for
nearly 80% of the time. Thus a 50MW solar plant generates consumable power equivalent to
about 10 or 12MW. On the other hand, a thermal plant can operate at a plant load factor of as high
as 95%. This is true especially of captive power plants.

When RE power gets priority, the thermal power plant has to back down. As the RPO mix rises to
17%, it would mean substantial back-down of coal-based power. This leads to reduced plant load
factor, greater inefficiency and higher overheads. Thus the cost of thermal power increases, and
added to that mix is higher cost RE power.

Indian industry is already suffering the disadvantage of higher energy cost due to levies like the
coal cess (rechristened clean energy cess). This cess has gone up by 800% in the last few years;
from Rs50 per tonne of coal in 2010 to Rs400 in 2016. It is India’s de facto steep carbon tax (see
Mint article “India’s De Facto Carbon Tax Is Excessive”, 8 February 2017). With RPO thrown in,
the cost increases much more.
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Furthermore, not every state has adequate RE power available to be purchased. So, instead,
renewable energy certificates (RECs) have to be purchased in lieu of RPOs. RECs increase the
cost of power, since these are in addition to the total thermal power that needs to be produced and
consumed anyway.

The high cost of RPOs and attendant RECs is not only affecting the industry, but also the
beleaguered distribution companies. In its aggressive pursuit of NAPCC goals, India has
inadvertently increased the cost of energy for everybody. Solar and wind energy can never
completely become the energy source for industries that need uninterrupted, reliable, steady and
high wattage electricity. That base load has to come from thermal power. RE power can be
deployed in other applications like lighting, electric vehicles recharge infrastructure or off- grid rural
electrification.

The rush towards a mega solar power target will also hurt the “Make In India” aspiration, as has
been pointed out by journalist Swaminathan Anklesaria Aiyar.

RPO is the crutch and implicit subsidy for the growth of RE power. But ironically, recent auctions
reveal that solar power has achieved grid parity. The most recent winning bid in the solar auction
was Rs2.44. Of course, this was because land was made available from the state government and
the bid was based on a long-term power purchase agreement backed by a state government
guarantee. So if solar has become commercially viable, why are we still propping it up with
continued RPOs?

India’s NAPCC ambitions are laudable, and so are its international commitments for action to
mitigate climate change. But in doing so it need not behave “holier than the Pope”, to the complete
detriment of its domestic industry and discoms. It is high time that the RPO policy was re-
examined, and relief given to the industry.

Ajit Ranade is chief economist at Aditya Birla Group.

Comments are welcome at views@livemint.com
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Cabinet approves India-Morocco Cooperation Agreement in  Railway Sector
Cabinet

Cabinet approves India-Morocco Cooperation Agreement in
 Railway Sector

Posted On: 20 FEB 2018 1:20PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has given its ex-post facto
approval to the Cooperation Agreement betweenIndia and the Moroccan National Railways Office
(ONCF) to develop long-term cooperation and partnership in different areas of railway sector.  The
Cooperation Agreement was signedon 14th December, 2017.

 

The Cooperation Agreement will enable technical cooperation in the following areas:-

 

a. Training and staff development;

b. Expert missions, exchange of experience and personnel; and

c. Mutual technical assistance, including exchanging of experts.

 

Background:

 

Ministry of Railways have signed MOUs for technical cooperation in the Rail sector with various
foreign Governments and National Railways. The identified areas of cooperation include high-
speed corridors, speed raising of existing routes, development of world class stations, heavy haul
operations and modernization of rail infrastructure, etc. The cooperation is achieved through
exchange of information on developments in areas of railways technology & operations,
knowledge sharing, technical visits, training & seminars and workshops in areas of mutual interest.

 

The MoUs provide a platform for Indian Railways to interact and share the latest developments
and knowledge in the railway sector.  The MoUs facilitate exchange  of technical   experts, 
reports  and technical   documents,  training  and seminars/workshops focusing on specific
technology areas and other interactions for knowledge sharing.

 

***

AKT/VBA/SH
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Cabinet approves Silkyara Bend-Barkot Tunnel in Uttarkhand as part of ‘Chardham Mahamarg
Pariyojana’
Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA)

Cabinet approves Silkyara Bend-Barkot Tunnel in
Uttarkhand as part of ‘Chardham Mahamarg Pariyojana’

Posted On: 20 FEB 2018 1:11PM by PIB Delhi

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi,
has given its approval to the construction of 4.531 km long 2-Lane Bi-Directional Silkyara Bend -
Barkot Tunnel with escape passage including approaches on Dharasu -Yamunotri section
between Chainage 25.400 Km. and Chainage 51.000 Km in Uttarakhand.

 

The project will be falling along NH-134 (old NH-94) in the State of Uttarakhand.  The project will
be built under Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) Mode. This is funded under NH
(O) Scheme of Ministry of RT&H and forms part of ambitious Chardham Plan.

 

The construction period of the project is 4 years. The civil construction cost of the project is
estimated at Rs. 1119.69 crore, while the total project cost is Rs. 1383.78 crore, which is inclusive
of the cost towards Land Acquisition & Rehabilitation and other pre-construction activities as well
as Maintenance and Operation cost of tunnel for 4 years.      

The construction of this tunnel will provide all weather connectivity to Yamunotri, one of the dham
on Chardham Yatra, encouraging regional socio-economic development, trade and tourism within
the country. It will reduce the travel distance from Dharasu to Yamunotri by about 20 km and travel
time by about an hour. The proposed tunnel will save number of trees that would have been
required to be removed in the road improvement of 25.600 km, had the original alignment been
followed.

The project will be implemented by the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways (MoRTH), through
National Highways & Infrastructure Development Corporation Ltd. (NHIDCL), a wholly state owned
company, formed in 2014 for development of highways in states on the international borders.

The project aims at construction of 4.531 Km long two lane Bi-Directional tunnel (along with 328m
approach road) with escape passage on Dharasu –Yamunotri in the State of Uttarakhand.

 

*****

AKT/VB/SH
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Light plane Saras to be fast-tracked

The government will fast-track the revived light transport plane Saras towards production and
begin the feasibility study for a 70-seater regional transport aircraft RTA-70, Science and
Technology Minister Harsh Vardhan said here on Wednesday.

The improved 19-seater would be first produced for the Indian Air Force by Hindustan Aeronautics
Ltd. The IAF has offered to buy 15 of them.

A civil variant would be later manufactured by a private partner at 75% cost of similar imported
small planes.

Saras would be a good fit for regional travel under the subsidised UDAN scheme, the Minister
said. “Its successful development will be one of the game changers in the history of civil aviation in
India,” he told a news conference.

Dr. Vardhan said the National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) has also begun a feasibility study for
the ambitious 70-seater regional transport aircraft RTA-70.

It would be in a tie-up with a foreign manufacturer. In the morning, the modified PT1N version flew
for 20 minutes at the HAL airport and was witnessed by the Minister, CSIR Director-General Girish
Sahni and NAL Director Jitendra Jadhav and the developer team.

Grounded in 2009

Saras had been grounded in 2009 after an earlier prototype crashed and killed three crew
members near Bengaluru.
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Fuel for reform

The government’s decision to open up the coal mining sector to private companies is a long-
overdue reform. It will end the 41-year-old near monopoly of Coal India Limited over commercial
mining. Though the state-run miner’s production has increased by more than 100 million tonnes in
the past five years, it has consistently missed government targets. CIL’s provisional figures for the
April-December 2017 period show that it fell short of the government’s production target of 406.5
million tonnes by six per cent.

The premier miner’s lacklustre performance is one reason for the country having to import coal
despite being the world’s third-largest producer of the fossil fuel.

In November last year, the Indian Captive Power Producers Association wrote a worried letter to
CIL about coal shortage in its plants. These companies, which produce electricity for their own
use, “are being pushed towards costlier imports because they are getting barely half the supplies
contracted from CIL,” it said.

In the same month, the Aluminium Association of India wrote to the Prime Minister’s Office: “An
investment of Rs 1.2 lakh crore in the aluminium sector is holding a debt of Rs 70,000 crore and
the employment of 7.5 lakh people is at a very critical risk because of the coal shortage.” And in
December last year, the Competition Commission of India penalised CIL “for imposing
unfair/discriminatory conditions in fuel supply agreements with power producers for supply of non-
coking coal”.

CIL’s monopoly has also reflected on the quality of coal produced in the country. Indian coal has
an average ash content of about 45 per cent — far higher than the 25-30 per cent that ensures
efficient power generation. The efficiency of the country’s thermal power plants has also been
compromised because they have to contend with stones and boulders in the coal they procure
from CIL. While geological factors are the main reason for the poor quality of Indian coal, the
country’s premier miner should also take a large measure of the blame.

Introduction of competition in mining could take care of some of these concerns. Given, however,
that a significant proportion of India’s coal resources lies under lands that require forest and
environment clearances, the government should ensure that private coal miners are transparent
about adhering to these regulations.
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Spirit of e-NAM

The government has introduced welcome improvements to the e-NAM (electronic national
agriculture market) user interface to make it more user-friendly. But many structural problems
remain.

What should have been an alternative marketplace for farmers has become an enclave for traders
who were already involved in the mandi system. The entry barriers for becoming a trader prevent
competitors from establishing themselves, ensuring hefty margins for the incumbents.

The platform, thus far, has limited intra-state and negligible inter-state trade. Only 14 states and
one Union territory have adopted the platform. Where it is present, there are no facilities for quality
assessment of the produce or a dispute resolution mechanism, making remote purchases
precarious for the buyer.

The goal of doubling farmers’ income will remain elusive, budget promises notwithstanding, until
the government is willing to spend political capital to overcome the traders’ lobby and implement
the e-NAM in spirit, not just in form.
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NER’s first regional Centre for Agriculture with Israeli collaboration to be inaugurated in Mizoram
on 7th March
Ministry of Development of North-East Region

NER’s first regional Centre for Agriculture with Israeli
collaboration to be inaugurated in Mizoram on 7th March

Posted On: 21 FEB 2018 3:51PM by PIB Delhi

A delegation led by Israeli Ambassador to India, Mr Daniel Carmon met the Union Minister of State
(Independent Charge) of the Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER), MoS
PMO, Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions, Atomic Energy and Space, Dr Jitendra Singh,
here today. Various issues of common interest including start-ups, food processing, innovation
and technology were discussed during the meeting.

Israeli Ambassador informed that a Centre for Agriculture, with collaboration of Israeli expertise, is
going to be inaugurated in Mizoram on 7th March this year. This will be the first such centre in the
North East region of India that is being established with Israeli collaboration, he added. Set up with
a cost of Rs 8-10 crore, this centre is exclusively for processing of citrus fruits. The project has
been set up with the tripartite collaboration of Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare,
Government of India, Government of Israel and State Government of Mizoram. Israel will provide
expertise knowledge and professional support. Though located in Mizoram, this centre will cater to
the whole north east. There are 22 such operational centres in India including in the states of
Haryana, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Punjab. The first centre was established in
2008 in Haryana. He said that in the long run, Israel wants to establish one such centre in each
state.

DoNER Minister Dr Jitendra Singh said that this centre is a beginning of the larger collaboration
between the two countries in this area. The Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region
(DoNER) will coordinate wherever required, he said. He further said that it will benefit the farmers
of the north eastern region in the long run and will also encourage the farmers from other regions.
It will serve as a model of learning for other countries in Indian sub-continent, he added. He said
that the Government under the leadership of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, has given priority
to the development of North Eastern region of the country. He said that Sikkim has been declared
the first Organic State of India and Israel can look forward to this kind of collaboration there also. It
will benefit the people of North East in the area of innovation, specially for start-ups, both sides
agreed.

****
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SARAS completes the second test-flight successfully; Indian Air Force commits to induct 15
aircrafts initially
Ministry of Science & Technology

SARAS completes the second test-flight successfully; Indian
Air Force commits to induct 15 aircrafts initially

Posted On: 21 FEB 2018 3:27PM by PIB Delhi

            India’s indigenous light transport aircraft SARAS has been successfully test flown for a
second time today. The flight commanded by Wing Commander U.P. Singh, Group Captain R.V.
Panicker and Group Captain K.P. Bhat of Indian Air Force- Aircraft and System Testing
Establishment, took off from HAL’s airport in Bengaluru for a text book flight.

This was the second of the 20 test flights planned for SARAS PT1N, before freezing the
production version. The first successful test was carried out on January 24, this year. The design
and development of the aircraft is being done by CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories, NAL.
According to NAL, the production model design is expected to be ready by June-July this year.

Congratulating the CSIR-NAL scientists and the commanders of Indian Air Force – Aircraft and
System Testing Establishment, Science & Technology Minister Dr Harsh Vardhan said, the flight
commanders deserve special appreciation, for their courage to fly an aircraft, which was rejected
earlier. Minister announced commendation award for the Commandant and the test crew of ASTE.

“The project was dumped by the previous government, after an accident during test flight in 2009.
Though the Directorate General of Civil Aviation, DGCA had exonerated the aircraft from any
design flaw or poor-quality production, no effort was made to revive the project,” said Dr Harsh
Vardhan, who was present during the second test flight today. “The credit for reviving the
indigenous project goes to the present government headed by Narendra Modiji, who had given a
thrust to ‘Make in India’ mission. It is the culmination of joint team efforts of ASTE, DGAQA,
CEMILAC and HAL”, the minister said.

After the project was revived by the present government, NAL has incorporated design
modifications and improvements on the SARAS PT 1 model, like 2x1200 shp engines and 104-
inch diameter propeller assembles to cater to second segment climb gradient requirements,
improved flight control system, rudder area, main wheel and brakes to cater to 7100 kg AUV,
indigenously developed stall warning system, etc.
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Dr Vardhan said, CSIR-NAL proposes to get the SARAS-Mk 2 version certified initially for military
and subsequently for civil version. He said, SARAS will be 20-25% cheaper than any imported
aircraft in the same category. The improved version will be a 19-seater aircraft instead of 14-
seater.

“The unit cost of the aircraft, with more than 70 per cent indigenous content, will be around 40-45
crores as against 60-70 crores for imported ones and has far more benefits than what the
imported aircraft offer,” said Dr Harsh Vardhan.

Hindustan Aeronautics Limited, HAL has been identified as the production agency for the military
version of SARAS, while the production of civil version will be given to identified private industries.
India needs 120-160 aircraft in this genre – both civil and military versions – in the next 10 years.

“SARAS Mk 2 will be ideal for commuter connectivity under Government of India’s UDAAN
Scheme for variety of applications like air taxi, aerial search/survey, executive transport, disaster
management, border patrol, coast guard, ambulance and other community services,” said Dr
Vardhan. He added “Its successful development will be one of the game changers in the history of
civil aviation in India.”

The aircrafts currently available in the international market are of 1970’s technology, such as
Beechcraft 19000D. Dornier-228, Embraer EMB 110. They have higher fuel consumption, lower
speeds, unpressurised cabin, high operating cost and unsuitable for operations from hot and high-
altitude airfields. After India began its light transport aircraft project, countries like Russia, China,
USA, Indonesia and Poland have launched new programmes for development of next generation
19-seater aircraft.

On the other hand, the upgraded SARAS Mk2 version has considerable drag/weight reduction with
unique features like high cruise speed, lower fuel consumption, short landing and take-off
distance, low cabin noise, operable from high and hot airfield, with pressurized cabin, operable
from semi prepared airfield and low acquisition and maintenance cost.

Director General of CSIR Dr Girish Sahni said, the cost of development and certification of SARAS
Mk2 will be around Rs. 600 crores with a time period of about 2 to 3 years.

Besides Dr Harsh Vardhan and Dr Girish Sahni, Shri Jitendra J. Jadhav, Director, CSIR-NAL and
Air Vice Marshal Sandeep Singh, Commandant of ASTE, Air Marshall Upkarjit Singh  and AVM J
Chalapati, ACAS, Projects, IAF, Shri Shekhar Srivasthav, CEO, HAL, Shri P Jayapal, CE,
CEMILAC and Shri V L Raja, ADG-AQA were present during the test-flight.

“IAF is committed to test and thereafter induct the first indigenously designed and manufactured
Light Transport Aircraft. IAF is fully supporting this programme and the design and configuration of
the new version of SARAS would be frozen soon,” said Air Vice Marshal Sandeep Singh.

Earlier, Dr Harsh Vardhan inaugurated the Airport Instrumentation Facility and visited an exhibition
organized on the Fast Track Translational Projects of CSIR-NAL. He further dedicated this unique
facility where flight control and avionics integration of civil aircrafts can be carried out at single
point and also visited the Wind Solar Hybrid System of CSIR-NAL.

***
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Text of PM’s address at National Conference on 'Agriculture 2022: Doubling Farmers' Income'
(20.02.2018)
Prime Minister's Office

Text of PM’s address at National Conference on 'Agriculture
2022: Doubling Farmers' Income' (20.02.2018)

Posted On: 21 FEB 2018 1:46PM by PIB Delhi
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Leaders break ground on Afghan section of TAPI

Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India on Friday ceremonially broke ground on the
Afghan section of an ambitious, multi-billion dollar gas pipeline expected to help ease energy
deficits in South Asia.

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and Turkmen counterpart Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov joined
Pakistani premier Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and India’s Minister of State for External Affairs M. J.
Akbar for the ceremony at gas-rich Turkmenistan’s border with Afghanistan.

Speaking at the ceremony, Mr. Ghani said the pipeline would “unite [the] countries”. “There were
pessimistic voices, but now we are witnessing the construction of the TAPI gas pipeline,” he said,
using the acronym for the conduit which takes its name from the four countries.

The quartet aims to complete the 1,840 km pipeline and begin pumping natural gas from
Turkmenistan’s giant Galkynysh gas field by the beginning of 2020.

While the pipeline will traverse war-wracked Afghanistan, raising security concerns, the bulk of the
33 billion cubic metres of gas to be pumped annually through the conduit will be purchased by
Pakistan and India.

Mr. Berdymukhamedov, whose country currently depends heavily on China as a market for its
natural gas exports, called diversification of gas deliveries an “important part of the politics” of the
isolated Central Asian country.

India’s stand

India’s commitment to the pipeline has previously been questioned over its relationship with
Pakistan and easy-access to liquified natural gas markets seen as potential stumbling blocks.

But Mr. Akbar hailed the project as “a symbol of our goals” and “a new page in cooperation”
between the four countries.
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Canary in coal mine: on making coal mining private

Forty-five years after India nationalised its coal-mining industry, the Central government has
allowed the re-entry of commercial mining firms into the sector, turning the clock back. India’s coal
industry was predominantly driven by the private sector after Independence until the Indira Gandhi
government decided to transfer all coal holdings to Coal India through the Coal Mines
(Nationalisation) Act, 1973. The key reason cited for taking coal out of the private sector’s hands
was that it was essential to meet power needs. Now, India’s coal market is a virtual monopoly for
the public sector behemoth. Coal India accounts for over 80% of the country’s coal supply.
Another public sector firm, Singareni Collieries Company, and some captive coal mines allotted to
private players for specific end-uses such as in the steel and power industries, account for the
rest. Opening up commercial mining and sale of coal for private players is an overdue reform.
India has a high dependence on coal for power generation. Despite an aggressive push for
renewable and nuclear sources, 70% of electricity generation is through coal-fired thermal
plants. In recent years there has been a significant surge in imports as Coal India, despite its rich
coal-bearing belts and increased output, is unable to keep pace with demand from new power
plants.

To be sure, the NDA government has moved swiftly to fix the mess it inherited from the UPA,
especially irregularities in allocation. In September 2014, the Supreme Court cancelled the
allocation of 204 coal mines to public and private players, after the Comptroller and Auditor
General of India found fault with the allocation mechanism. An ordinance was brought in quickly
and a transparent auction process was evolved for the affected mines, benefiting from lessons
learnt from the telecom spectrum allocation mess. The intention was to ensure that there are no
supply shocks for power producers on account of abrupt disruptions in mining operations.
Enabling provisions for commercial mining and sale of coal were already included in the Coal
Mines (Special Provisions) Act of 2015; the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs has now
allowed their operationalisation by clearing the methodology to be followed for auctioning rights.
The government says the move will boost energy security, making coal affordable and creating
jobs. To ascertain the quality of outcomes, it will be important to see which blocks are actually
offered to private players; they should not just be the mines Coal India isn’t keen on. Norms to
ensure miners’ safety must be upgraded. Lastly, the integrity of the process is key, so that
auctions don’t translate into a winners’ curse as has happened in sectors like telecom. The import-
dependent energy sector cannot afford it.
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Grid stability is key

Electricity is a major concern in rural India, especially for farmers. The Government of India has
come up with an original plan to address this problem. Instead of transmitting electricity to the
farmers, the government, to start with, wants farmers to use solar energy to power their irrigation
pumps. According to the January 2018 report of the Council on Energy, Environment and Water,
there are about 142,000 solar pumps in India. The government is planning to install one million
solar pumps by 2021.

To achieve this, the Union Budget 2018 has allocated close to 48,000 crore to set up the Kisan
Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan (KUSUM). This programme will help set up more than
28 GW of combined solar capacity through these solar pumps. Additionally, to ensure optimal use
of this solar energy, and to incentivise farmers to shift to renewable energy, the government plans
to purchase the surplus power through electricity distribution companies. This proposal will almost
certainly increase agricultural incomes and reduce electricity losses when transmitting power to
remote rural areas. Analysts claim that losses from distribution could fall to about 12% from the
current level of at least 23%. However, the feasibility of purchasing surplus solar power seems
problematic. There is a need to address the issue of grid stability that this injection of surplus
power is bound to create.

India to achieve ‘electricity for all’ by early 2020s: IEA

The advantage of this scheme is that transmission losses and power theft would drop significantly.
Most rural retailers of power also lose money as they sell power at a subsidised rate to the poor
and the farm sector. The state-run distribution companies were thus running a loss of 4.3 trillion as
of September 2015. Local generation of power in the manner proposed would take care of the
above issues.

We believe the disadvantages currently outweigh the advantages because of the issue of grid
stability. This is an issue that is often neglected. All power grids require balancing. This balancing
entails meeting the demand with adequate supply 24x7 to ensure there is no blackout. The reason
for striking this balance is that electrical energy cannot readily be stored, meaning that power
generation ought to work round the clock. These electrical gridlines were created to depend on
reliable and controllable generators (coal, oil and even hydroelectric). However, with more and
more power being generated through fluctuating power generators (solar and wind), a more
precise balance will have to be created, which may cause more failures.

Take the example of solar panels that farmers use. These panels will only generate electricity
during daylight hours, so to maintain a consistent round-the-clock power delivery the grid
operators will need to have a back-up source of power in the form of coal or oil. During the day as
well, they will have to be ready to quickly adjust output to compensate for the rise and fall of solar
power generation due to changing weather and rain.

Centre’s plan may boost farmers’ solar power use

Output from solar panels can also change due to clouds. Variations in weather patterns make it
more difficult for the grid operator to predict the balance of electrical energy that will be required to
meet the demand. Because wind and solar power sources constantly generate shortfalls and
excesses, the grid operators send a signal to power plants every few seconds to ensure that the
total amount of power demand at the grid is consistently equal to the total power supply.

Most countries handle inputs from renewable energy sources similarly. But India is short of power.
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Thus, while other nations see solar and wind power as an energy management problem, India
also sees this as a capacity management problem. Because of India’s sheer size, the variability
factor considerably increases: if some areas have low consumption, others are likely to have high
consumption. More stability can be achieved by integrating the grids into all-India grids. Expected
advances in storage technology would also significantly improve grid stability.

The plan of the Government of India to purchase solar power from farmers has nevertheless taken
off on a good note. In the Union Budget 2018, the Finance Minister asked governments to put in
place adequate procedures to purchase the excess solar power from farmers. This sale of excess
power has also discouraged overutilisation of groundwater.

However, the only problem that the government seems to be focussed on is to adequately
remunerate the farmers and increase their incomes. We believe attention also ought to be
provided to the stability of the grid, lest the grid network collapses due to the uncertainties of
power supply and demand.

Armin Rosencranz is a professor of law at Jindal Global Law School, Sonipat, where Aditya Vora
is a fourth year student
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Indian Railways inducts two State-of-the-Art High Horse Power Locomotives.
Ministry of Railways

Indian Railways inducts two State-of-the-Art High Horse
Power Locomotives.

These High Horse Power Locomotives are designed &
developed under the Make in India Program under PPP
Agreement with M/s General Electric

First Fully Digitally Enabled Locomotive with greater
Reliability, Maintainability and Availability.

Posted On: 23 FEB 2018 2:12PM by PIB Delhi

Indian Railways in collaboration with M/S General Electric (GE) under the Public Private
Partnership initiative has inducted two Digitally Enabled Locomotives based on the state of the art
insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) technology which enables the combined advantages of
high efficiency and fast switching. As a gesture of inducting the two HHP locomotives on the
Indian Railway system, GE handed over the symbolic reverser keys to Chairman, Railway Board,
Shri Ashwani Lohani at a ceremony held at Northern Railway’s Diesel Loco Shed, Alambagh,
Lucknow.

 

The two HHP prototypes locomotives were wholly designed in India under the Make in India
program and manufactured under the Public Private partnership through a MOU with GE. The total
investment amount is Rs.13000 crore and under the agreement Indian Railways has a 26% stake.
The first GE manufactured Diesel locomotive No 49001 for Indian Railways, shipped from USA,
landed in the country on 11th October 2017 and was put to extensive trials. The Salient features of
the GE Locomotive are four stroke engine, 12 cylinders, 06 traction motors, AC Dual Cab
locomotive; Safety features for self load, toilet facility, Upgraded Computer Controlled Braking
(CCB system), Electronic Fuel Injection system, Fuel Efficient locomotive, IGBT based traction
technology, Compliant with India’s UIC emission norm. The locomotive is also the first fully digitally
enabled locomotive with greater reliability and availability and is also provided with a device to
manage disasters. In a bid to setting higher benchmarks in maintenance of its assets for better
reliability and safety, the Indian Railways had set up maintenance sheds at Roza, UP and
Gandhidham, Gujarat.

 

 

GE is providing locomotive technology to Indian Railway and by 2025, through a joint venture
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company it will manufacture 1000 fuel-efficient locomotives (100 per year) that will be used for
freight traffic hauling. Amongst these 700 locomotives will be 4500HP WDG4G and rest 300
locomotives will be of 6000HP. Initially 40 fuel efficient diesel locomotives will be manufactured in
GE facility at Erie, Pennsylvania, USA and the rest 960 diesel locomotives will be manufactured in
Marhoura, Saran District, Bihar. This production unit spread over 9.15 hectares, with township
facility with a total area of 200 acres. This factory will start loco manufacturing from October 2018.
Locos will be maintained in Roza, UP and Gandhidham, Gujarat.

 

IGBT Technology has a three-terminal power semiconductor device primarily used as an
electronic switch which and was later developed to give the combined advantages of high
efficiency and fast switching. It offers greater power gain than the standard bipolar type transistor
combined with the higher voltage operation and lower input losses.

 

 

***
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OVL drops plan to build Iran LNG facility

ONGC Videsh Ltd. has shelved plans to build a $5 billion LNG export facility in Iran and has,
instead, opted to only invest in developing a giant gas field in the Persian Gulf for which the
revised cost is being worked out, an official said.

‘Best offer’

OVL, the overseas arm of state-owned Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC), had, last year,
made its ‘best’ offer to spend $11 billion in developing the Farzad-B field in the Persian Gulf as
well as in building the infrastructure to export the gas but Iran had dithered on awarding rights for
the field to the Indian firm owing to differences over investments and price of gas.

The company has now agreed to do just the upstream field development part, leaving fuel
marketing to Iran, the official said.

As had been agreed during the visit of Iranian President Hassan Rouhani earlier this month, a
team of OVL officials will be visiting Tehran this week to discuss modalities of the upstream
development.

“We had initially thought that the upstream field development would cost $6.2 billion. But, this is
not the final cost. We will be able to arrive at the final cost only after we at least appraise the
discovery we had made about a decade back,” the official said.
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Why has coal mining been opened up?

The Centre opened up commercial coal mining for the private sector on February 20. About 70%
of power generated in India uses coal. Domestic coal has been able to meet only 75% of our
annual coal demand.

What is the significance of the move?

The government has termed it the most ambitious coal sector reform since 1973 when the sector
was nationalised. With an aim to boost coal production, the state-owned Coal India Limited (CIL)
was set up in 1975. Ever since, it has monopolised the sector, and is now the world’s largest coal-
producer.

With the latest decision, the Centre said, the sector will move from an era of monopoly to that of
competition.

What led to this move?

The coal ministry had, from 1993 to 2011, allocated 218 coal blocks to eligible Public Sector
Undertakings and private firms for specified end-use projects, that is power, steel and cement, as
well as for commercial mining by PSUs.

However, these allocations were challenged before the Supreme Court, which in August 2014
cancelled the allocation of 204 blocks after finding that the allocations were arbitrary and illegal.

To manage and reallocate the cancelled blocks, the Coal Mines (Special Provisions) Act, 2015
was enacted.

In March 2017, the coal ministry brought out a discussion paper on auction of coal mines for
commercial mining. The paper said “given the present demand-supply situation and the projected
economic growth of the country, it will be necessary to further augment the production through
commercial mining... certain mines will be offered to all eligible companies in private as well as
public sector through auction mode.”

How will the February 20 decision be implemented?

The approved methodology for auction of coal mines / blocks for sale will prioritise on
transparency and ease of doing business.

There will be an ‘ascending forward auction’ -- a two-stage online auction comprising (i) technical
bid and (ii) financial bid with initial and final price offers. There will be no curbs on the sale or use
of coal from the mine.

What are the benefits, and where is the catch?

It is expected to bring in greater efficiency, technology, higher investment and more employment.
It would also lead to more revenue that can be used for development of the area and inhabitants
around the mine by the State. Jharkhand, Odisha, Chhattisgarh, West Bengal, Madhya Pradesh,
Telangana and Maharashtra would benefit the most.

Angel Broking said the move could be the first step towards the full privatisation of the mining
sector, adding that global mining giants like BHP, Rio Tinto, Anglo American and Glencore have
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expressed interest in prospecting for coal in India. However, it said, coal blocks would be
commercially viable only if they are offered in minimum blocks of 40-50 million tonnes.
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Agriculture 2022: will the dream come true?

After two consecutive years of drought, in 2014-15 and 2015-16, farmers of many crops were hit
by low market prices in several states in 2016-17. In view of widespread discontent, there is a
sense of urgency about addressing their issues. Therefore, the conference organized by the
ministry of agriculture and farmers welfare on 19-20 February 2018 to prepare a strategy for
doubling farm income by 2022 has rightly generated enormous media attention. Though we do not
know the exact recommendations made by the seven groups on subjects concerning agriculture,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi rightly emphasized four ideas: reducing the cost of inputs, ensuring
remunerative prices, reducing wastage at the farm level and creating alternative sources of
income.

Agriculture is subject to a lot of uncertainties, ranging from rainfall and pest attacks to market
prices. Even within states, there is enormous variation in agro-climatic conditions, extent of
irrigation, penetration of roads, proximity to markets, and availability of credit through banking
infrastructure. In Uttar Pradesh (UP), for example, western UP farmers have access to irrigation
and banking infrastructure and are close to a large market in the National Capital Region. They
grow sugar cane, rice and wheat, for which they are assured a fair price as almost the entire
production of sugar cane is bought by sugar mills and rice and wheat are procured by the
government. Despite the delay in payment of sugar cane sold to sugar mills, farmers continue with
sugar cane as they are assured of a fair price. The agriculture in seven districts of Bundelkhand in
UP, however, is mostly unirrigated, farmers have smaller holdings, and do not have easy access
to a large consuming market.

The requirements of Punjab’s agriculture may have little in common with agriculture in
Maharashtra or Bihar. Therefore, the strategy for doubling farmer incomes will differ from state to
state, and from one region to another even within a state. The annual income of a farm household
in Punjab in 2013 (70th-round National Sample Survey) was Rs2,17,450 while in Bihar it was only
Rs44,172. It is clear that doubling farmer incomes in Punjab is not only much more difficult but will
also require a completely different strategy than in Bihar.

Due to repeated announcements of the government’s intention to double farmer incomes by 2022,
expectations have gone up everywhere, without any realistic assessment of what is possible in the
short term in each state. Therefore, as we move closer to 2022, this subject will be even more
hotly debated. In March 2015, the government had set up a task force under Arvind Panagariya,
which submitted its report that year itself, but the report has not been made public. Based on this
report, NITI Aayog member Ramesh Chand published, in December 2015, a paper, Raising
Agricultural Productivity And Making Farming Remunerative For Farmers, in which several useful
recommendations were made. The NITI Aayog also set up a similar task force for states and did
prepare reports in which state-specific recommendations were made. Here we examine action
taken on three major recommendations.

The very first point in the paper was the wasteful use of water for irrigation. The micro-irrigation
fund of Rs5,000 crore announced in the 2017 budget has not yet taken off and wasteful practices
in the use of water continue in most areas, especially in the northern states. Even in Punjab, we
do not see any action on the emerging water crisis. Several ideas put forward by experts continue
to be discussed in conferences but state and centre have not taken a single decision which would
make a real difference to the wasteful use of water. Not learning anything from Punjab’s water
crisis, Telangana has recently announced free electricity for farmers. Israeli agriculture experts
visiting India express amazement at our lack of a sense of emergency towards the emerging water
crisis in India’s food bowl.
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The task force recommended that a model land leasing law be prepared by NITI Aayog. An expert
committee on land leasing submitted its report to the NITI Aayog in March 2016. A model law has
since been circulated to states but they seem to have ignored it and we do not hear much about it
from the Union ministry of rural development, which deals with the subject of land leasing.

Another important recommendation made by the task force was to consider price deficiency
payment (PDP) to ensure that farmers receive remunerative prices. This has been tried in Madhya
Pradesh (MP) in kharif 2017 and the results have not been very encouraging. The market price of
some crops, particularly urad, continued to be much lower than the minimum support price (MSP)
in MP, yet only 42% of urad production was brought to the mandis to avail of the benefit. In his
budget speech, Union finance minister Arun Jaitley has announced that NITI Aayog will examine
various alternatives to ensure MSP to farmers. One hopes that the matter will be accorded the
highest priority as the rabi crop is only weeks away.

Several useful and innovative ideas would surely have been recommended by the “Agriculture-
2022: Doubling Farmers’ Incomes” conference. It would be a good idea to persuade at least a few
states to put them into practice without waiting for the next conference. 2022 is not as distant as it
sounds.

Siraj Hussain is visiting senior fellow at ICRIER.
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India and Brazil’s role in the bioeconomy

On 26 and 27 February, New Delhi will host the International Conference on Sustainable Biofuels
2018 (ICSB 2018), an event aimed at debating strategies for the large-scale, worldwide adoption
of clean fuels as an alternative to carbon-intensive sources such as petrol or diesel. The
conference is co-organized by the BioFuture Platform (BP) and Mission Innovation (MI), two
coalitions of countries devoted to the advancement of renewable energy.

While the BP focuses on scaling up the deployment of low-emission fuels such as ethanol and
biodiesel, MI promotes the development of innovative technology in various modalities of
renewable energy sources. At the intersection of both efforts, ICSB 2018 will house important
debates around state-of-the-art research and development in the biofuels domain, including
second- generation ethanol (E2G), bio-hydrogen and algae-based biodiesel. Under discussion is
not whether biofuels should be part of our future; it is how it will be adopted in our economy and
daily lives.

On this subject, Brazil and India (members of BP and MI) have a lot to say. Both countries are
large emerging economies that have to pursue the goal of inclusive growth under environment-
friendly development standards—a novel challenge developed countries never had to face.
Precisely because of this, the two countries have been at the forefront of technological
development in the biofuels sector by providing economically viable, low-carbon solutions with
positive social impact.

The Brazilian biofuel programme started in the context of the 1973 oil crisis. At that time, the
government decided to launch the “Proálcool” (Pro-alcohol) scheme in order to foster an
indigenous ethanol-based transport industry that would reduce the country’s dependence on
hydrocarbons. Based both on Brazil’s long-established sugarcane sector and a prospering
automotive industry, the government put together an attractive package of incentives that gave
rise to a new business. From a yearly production of 600 million litres of ethanol in 1975, the
Brazilian market evolved rapidly and reached the milestone of 12.6 billion litres in 1986. By 1991,
almost 60% of the Brazilian car fleet was ethanol-powered.

Despite a temporary downturn in the 1990s, the ethanol sector regained momentum years later,
spurred by the technological novelty of the flex engine, which allows for the same vehicle to be
powered by petrol or ethanol or any mix of the two. The first flex vehicle was sold in Brazil in 2003.
In 2016, 88% of all new cars were fitted with dual-fuel engines. Another push came from the
regulation on mandatory blending. As of today, stations throughout the country are mandated to
sell petrol with a blend of 27% of anhydrous ethanol. And a new policy, RenovaBio, is about to be
enacted: through “decarbonization credits”, oil marketing companies will be encouraged to sell
more ethanol while naturally holding back the sales of petrol.

To meet this increasing demand, Brazil is set to increase its yearly production of 27 billion litres of
ethanol (2016), which makes it the second largest producer in the world. Additional volumes are
most likely to come from second-generation ethanol, which recently started to be commercially
produced. Following an ascending growth curve, E2G production has the potential to improve the
efficiency of sugarcane plantation acreage from 40% up to 250%.

The Brazilian ethanol programme has done a lot for our planet and it is poised to do even more. In
an article published last year in Nature Climate Change magazine, an international group of
scientists has concluded that Brazilian ethanol would have the potential to substitute up to 13.7%
of petroleum consumed worldwide and reduce up to 5.6% of CO2 emissions by 2045.
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India too has been developing a strong biofuel sector. Since the National Policy on Biofuels, 2009,
the country has been relentlessly working on its ethanol blending programme. A decisive boost
was given in December 2014, when the government decided to pursue the E2G track by taking
advantage of the yearly surplus of biomass available (e.g. wood chips, cotton stalk, rice straw).

In 2016, India inaugurated its first demonstration bio-refinery in Uttarakhand and that December,
the foundation stone of the country’s soon to be inaugural commercial plant was laid in Punjab. In
the research and development domain, centres led by the department of biotechnology have been
making ground-breaking research in the field of algae-based biodiesel, cellulolytic enzymes and
alcohol-producing bacteria. As the Indian government prepares a new comprehensive biofuel
policy, recent announcements of bold investment schemes for bio-refineries and additional
research funds indicate a bright future for the country’s biofuel sector.

Following ICSB 2018, Indian and Brazilian governmental delegates will meet in a bilateral
workshop with the purpose of exchanging success stories and challenges experienced in the
context of their respective biofuel programmes. There is a lot the two countries can learn from
each other. And there is a lot they can do together in order to further the adoption of biofuels
globally. In a context in which the world cannot refrain from clean energy sources, the Indo-
Brazilian partnership in biofuels comes in handy to show that low-carbon fuels are one of the most
economic and socially optimal alternatives in the decades ahead.

Var Da Silva Nunes and Pedro Ivo Ferraz Da Silva are, respectively, ambassador of Brazil to India
and head of the energy, environment and science and technology section at the embassy of Brazil
in New Delhi.
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‘Competition via commercial mining of coal will enhance energy security’

The success of commercial mining will hinge on the size of mines being offered, their reserve
price, and the norms pertaining to the auction of mines, but the ensuing competition would
enhance India’s energy security, according to industry insiders.

Opening up commercial coal mining for Indian and foreign companies in the private sector, the
Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, on February 20, approved the methodology for auction of
coal mines/blocks for sale of the commodity.

A key feature of the proposal is allowing 100% FDI in commercial mining as well as coal export.
“Coal production is likely to increase in future, transforming into a competitive scenario,” said
Subhashri Chaudhuri, secretary general of the Coal Consumers Association of India. “This [new
norms] would be a great opportunity to overseas companies in countries where coal mining is
either on the wane or has been stopped completely, but there is a need to choose companies with
superior technology and competence,” according to former Coal India Ltd. chairman Partha S.
Bhattacharyya.

‘Not just revenue’

Mr. Bhattacharyya said proven mining experience and core competence should get more
weightage in bidder evaluation rather than mere revenue maximisation. Revenue maximisation
should not be the only focus of the auction methodology.

Moreover, it was also important to offer larger coal blocks, say about 50 million tonnes of annual
capacity, for about 25 to 30 years.

“Offering smaller mines will not attract either the right type of companies or adequate investment
— it may rather defeat the very purpose of this reform if a small mine of 2 to 5 million tonne
capacity is to be offered,” he said.

“We have seen the ill-effects in the first round of coal auctions, after the cancellation of the 204
coal mine blocks — most of the blocks auctioned have not been developed so far as the buying
cost was too high to make the investment feasible”, said Mr. Bhattacharya, who was on one of the
first Advisory Groups set up by the NDA government to suggest integrated development of power,
coal and renewable energy. On the competition likely to be faced by CIL, Mr. Bhattacharya, under
whose charge CIL’s listing took place in 2010, said that CIL was unlikely to suffer beyond facing a
competitive pressure as its prices had always been at a discount to import prices and it did not
utilise its position to raise prices.
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From Turkmenistan with natural gas

A two-member delegation from India, led by Minister of State for External Affairs M.J. Akbar,
attended the ceremonies in Turkmenistan and Afghanistan on Friday for the launch of a pivotal
trans-border gas pipeline. The $22.5-billion project will transport natural gas from the resource-rich
Turkmenistan to India via Afghanistan and Pakistan, and seeks to promote regional integration
and stability.

Mr. Akbar, along with Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and Pakistani Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi, was welcomed by Turkmen President Gurbanguly Berdymukhammedov for the first
inaugural at Salem Chashma in Turkmenistan. Later, all four leaders travelled to the western
Afghan Province of Herat to commemorate the success of the project. “It’s a moment of great
pride for Afghanistan,” Jalil Jami, an official from the office of the Mayor of Herat, told this writer.

The event organised by the local government involved welcoming the guests with a grandiose
display of art and culture. Streets were lined with flags of the four nations, and artists and
performers wowed the attendees with local dance and music. “Even the security situation was
under control and well-managed,” Mr. Jami said.

Backing from Taliban

Interestingly, the TAPI (Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India) project has received support
from the Taliban. In a statement made in 2016, the group’s spokesperson offered “protection” to all
projects of national interest, including the TAPI. The Taliban reiterated this position in a statement
issued on Thursday, taking some credit for initiating the project in the late 1990s.

“It is a national project that can help everyone in the region and perhaps that’s why the Taliban
has shown support,” reasoned Mr. Jami. While construction on the Turkmen phase of the project
began in 2015, this year will see the development of the Afghan phase, perhaps the most sensitive
part, which is expected to be completed in 2019. For Afghanistan, the project holds tremendous
potential in terms of economic growth and stability. Afghans stand to gain about $500 million
annually in transit fees, apart from jobs.The Afghan stretch of the pipeline is about 800 km.

Orzala Nemat, director of the Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit, remains cautiously
optimistic about the impact the project can have on improving not just economics, but also
security. “This region, especially Afghanistan, has been in turmoil for a long time and there has
been a political failure in curbing the bloodshed,” Ms. Nemat observed. The project might not put
an end to insurgency, but it could help Afghanistan move away from aid dependency, she added.
“With better jobs, improved capacity, a good economy and equitable distribution of resources, we
could hope for a semblance of stability.”

In a press conference broadcast from Herat, leaders from the four states greeted the Afghan
ground-breaking of the pipeline, which will transfer 33 billion cu. m of Turkmen natural gas
annually for 30 years. “Galkynysh, the world’s second-biggest gas field, will feed the TAPI,” Mr.
Berdymukhamedov said, adding that apart from the economic benefits, the project will be an
important step forward in the political dynamics of the region.

“Indeed, this project will help bring India and Pakistan closer. It is a triumph for Afghanistan to be
able to be part of a project that could help bring peace and stability in the region,” said Mr. Jami.

The $22.5 billion project will transport natural gas from the resource-rich Turkmenistan to
India via Afghanistan and Pakistan and seek to promote regional integration and stability
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Stemming the tide of agrarian distress

Similar to the last two Budgets, this year’s pro-agriculture intentions are palpable through
increased outlays to the agricultural sector and initiation of various programmes. They seem
impressive, but closer scrutiny shows that the measures may be of little help to stem the tide of
agrarian distress. There are some real challenges confronting three laudable Budget
announcements.

Three challenges

The first is to raise the minimum support price (MSP) by at least 50% above the cost of
production. The MSP will also be extended to all crops for which estimates on cost of cultivation
and a remunerative price are to be ascertained. There are two pertinent issues here. One is to
estimate the cost of production of commodities not covered under the scheme and their
procurement procedures, if undertaken. Two, the production cost, as calculated by the
Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices, is based on three different methods, termed as A2,
A2+FL, and C2. A2 covers all paid-out expenses, including in cash and in kind, namely, cost on
account of seeds, chemicals, hired labour, irrigation, fertilizers and fuel. A2+FL covers actual paid
cost and unpaid family labour. C2 includes all actual expenses in cash and kind incurred in
production and rent paid for leased land, imputed value of family labour plus interest paid. In the
last few years, the government has been giving MSP above 50% based on cost A2+FL, which is
to be continued as per this Budget. But farmers, for many years, have been demanding that the
raise in MSP be based on C2 instead. Also, little attention has been paid towards altering the
ongoing ‘high input cost and low output price’ regime. While a workable formula for fixing MSP in
consonance with the States will take time, the government must extend immediate help to farmers
from rampant price volatility. The States can implement the ‘price deficiency payment scheme’
(difference between MSP and price received) as has been started in Haryana for some
vegetables, and the Bhavantar Bhugtan Yojana in Madhya Pradesh for select oilseeds. These
schemes can also encourage small holders, including tenants, who constitute at least 86% of
farmers, to sell in the regulated markets.

Govt. to take steps to promote agri commodity exports, says Arun Jaitley

The second measure is to develop and upgrade the existing 22,000 rural haats into Gramin
Agricultural Markets. A corpus of 2,000 crore has been allocated in the name of the Agri-Market
Infrastructure Fund for developing and upgrading marketing infrastructure. Despite the promising
appearance, the real challenges are to ascertain the priority of the respective States towards it and
ways to accelerate its pace. The latter can be taken forward through public-private partnership,
which has worked successfully in other sectors. Under market reforms, it will also be important to
link production centres with marketing through agri-value chains, which would require farmers to
aggregate, form self-help groups, or farmer producer organisations. The hard truth is that farmers,
especially small landholders in less developed States, sell their produce mainly through village
traders or government-run Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (for wheat and paddy at MSP) and
often get exploited. It is a daunting task, particularly in the event of a crash in commodity prices, to
have some mechanism in place to avert distress (as mentioned in the case of Haryana and
Madhya Pradesh). A hike in MSP should be supplemented with irrigation, and reduction in fertilizer
cost. Another interrelated initiative is the launching of ‘Operation Green’ with an outlay of 500 crore
to address the challenge of price volatility of perishable commodities. This again makes it
necessary for State governments to bring various programmes under one roof, perhaps within the
Agricultural Produce and Livestock Market Committee 2017, to help farmers.

The third important step is to increase institutional credit from 10 lakh crore in 2017-18 to 11 lakh
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crore in 2018-19. The share of agricultural credit in gross domestic product in agriculture and allied
activities has increased from 10% in 1999-2000 to 41% in 2015-16. The actual flow has
considerably exceeded the target. Therefore, targeting of the announced allocation to the poorer
farmers and tenants in each State will go a long way in improving their purchasing power and
augmenting investment, which is currently low.

What’s missing

There are certain pressing issues not considered in this Budget that must be given closer
attention. Close to 52% of net sown area (73.2 million hectares out of 141.4 million hectares) is
still unirrigated and rainfed, in addition to the recurrence of floods and droughts due to climate
change. Despite its presence in the Economic Survey 2017-18, the subject has not received due
attention in this Budget. The plan is to take up 96 districts deprived of irrigation with an allocation
of 2,600 crore under the Prime Minister Krishi Sinchayee Yojana — Har Khet ko Pani. The Centre
will work with the State governments to enable farmers to install solar water pumps to irrigate
fields. At the same time, the Minor Irrigation Census 2013-14, published in 2017, warns of a
tremendous increase in deep tube wells to more than 2.6 million in 2013-14, from 1.45 million in
2006-07, and the resultant decline in the ground water table. It is ironic that the government aims
to install more tube wells while being worried about depleting groundwater. A location-specific
policy for irrigation with the identification of suitability of medium-major irrigation projects and/or
minor or micro irrigation facilities is required to protect farmers from the adverse impacts of climate
change. It must be supplemented with timely completion of pending canal irrigation projects, and
strengthening of the National Agricultural Insurance Scheme by an increase in compensation and
timely advice on weather. Technological interventions that update farmers about sowing and
harvesting time and extension services can help prevent misfortunes.

Another key component missing in the Budget is investment in agricultural research and
development (Ag R&D). This is a serious concern in view of the low annual rate of growth in
agriculture in the last four years. More drought and pest-resistant crops are needed, along with
better irrigation technology. Farmers also require interventions in the seed sector to raise
production and diversify to alternate crops to induce higher growth. The most disquieting aspect is
that India spends almost 6,500 crore on Ag R&D, which is not even 0.4 % of GDP from agriculture
and allied activities. Dividends from Ag R&D are much higher in the less developed eastern and
rainfed States and hence receive adequate funds.

Rather than enticing farmers with compensation and increased budgetary outlays, the government
should assure doable action plans that quickly rescue them from price or crop failure. The long-
term measures to increase their income and trigger agricultural growth, as reflected in the Budget,
remain to accelerate investments in irrigation, infrastructure, improved extension services and
institutions fully backed by a competitive marketing system.

Seema Bathla is Professor and Ravi Kiran is Research Scholar at the Centre for the Study of
Regional Development, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
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Roads to corruption: on road-building contracts

Politicians are likely to dole out road-building contracts to people from their own caste and this
could affect the quality of infrastructure, according to a new study. ‘Building connections: Political
corruption and road construction in India’, which will be published in the March issue of the Journal
of Development Economics, shows how political interference may be why India’s largest rural
connectivity scheme could have led to at least 497 “all-weather roads” being “built” only on paper,
depriving 8.57 lakh villagers from connection to the road network.

Using statistical tools of regression discontinuity, which allows the quantification of ‘interference’ in
datasets, researchers from Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and
International Affairs and Paris School of Economics linked corruption in road building under the
Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana to the probability of contractors connected to local MLAs.

Strengthening rural road connectivity

Further, to establish a link with the local political ecosystem, researchers looked at road
agreements signed after an election victory. They compared “close elections” — which suggest
that both candidates could in theory have similar influence — in 2,632 constituencies across 24
States between 2001 and 2013. Would contractors with the same surnames as newly elected
MLAs be more likely to bag road contracts, and, in some way, funnel money out of the programme
and into the political system? There is an 83% increase in the share of roads allocated to
contractors who have the same surname as the winning MLAs as compared to the level of
matches found pre-election.

And consequently, does this apparent political affiliation affect the quality of work? Researchers
matched the agreements of 88,000 rural roads built under the scheme since 2001 and cross-
referenced that with village amenities listed in the 2011 Census to correlate whether these roads
have been built. Using extrapolation models, the researchers found that the likelihood for an all-
weather road missing goes up by 86% under these kinds of contracts, and has lead to an
additional 497 all-weather roads being present on paper but missing from the ground. Jacob N.
Shapiro, professor at the Wilson School and the lead author of the paper, suggests that MLAs
“game the system” by having connections within regional bureaucracy to tilt the favour to their
preferred contractor.
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The changing politics of food price inflation

Government policymaking seems to be making a volte-face from supporting consumers (by
keeping food inflation low), to supporting producers (by raising food prices).

In the 2018-19 Union budget, the government “decided to keep minimum support prices (MSP) for
all unannounced crops of kharif at least at one-and-a-half times of their production cost” and rabi
MSPs had already been adjusted pursuant to this formula. This cost was later clarified as covering
all input expenses incurred by farmers as well as the imputed value of unpaid family labour
(A2+FL).

Other than MSPs, there have also been announcements on trade policies (higher import tariffs on
pulses, sugar and edible oils), on ensuring that the MSP benefits are realized by farmers (via a
yet-to-be-announced form of fiscal transfer) and states announcing “bonuses” above MSP.

This shift in government policy makes both economic and political sense. Economically, a balance
needs to be struck between consumers and producers. There is also a wider political game afoot;
not only are key states like Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan brushing the
dust off their voting machines, but the looming 2019 general election is ever present in the minds
of the political cognoscenti.

To be fair, the government has launched medium-term initiatives, such as the E-National
Agriculture Market, to meet its objective of doubling farmers’ real incomes, but the political cycle
necessitates faster results.

This raises two pertinent questions: One, what are the macro implications; and two, will these
policies materially change the agrarian outlook?

Both answers depend on how much MSPs will eventually increase. An MSP at least 1.5 times the
production cost sounds large, but it is not. Consider this: Over the last four years, most rabi MSPs
were already more than 1.5 times the production cost. When it comes to kharif, the MSPs over the
last four years were lower: 1.41 times for paddy, 1.36 times for maize and more than 1.5 times the
cost for only a few pulses. So this kharif MSP increase is material.

Assuming production costs grow at the past three-year average pace and that all future MSPs are
fixed at a minimum of 1.5 times this cost or the latest mark-up given, whichever is higher, we
estimate the weighted average kharif MSP could rise by 12.9% year-on-year in 2018-19 from 6%
in 2017-18 (with a rise of 11.6% for paddy and over 40% for jowar, ragi and Niger seed). Given
that rabi MSPs are already high, the weighted average rabi MSP rise should be lower at 6.6% next
year. Even for kharif, the large MSP rise is a one-time event, as future increases will be a function
of how input costs rise and the actual mark-up.

There will also be an inflationary impact, as the MSP increases are being announced in
conjunction with complementary trade policies and efforts to make the MSP an effective floor.

Higher MSPs make a prima facie case for higher inflation, as they form a floor for food prices and
rising food inflation can feed into inflation expectations and higher wages. Moreover, linking MSPs
to a multiple of costs and ignoring other dynamics (such as demand and global prices) risks
creating distortions and disincentivizing productivity.

We estimate that every 1 percentage point increase in MSPs leads to a 15 basis point increase in
consumer price index (CPI) inflation. So our baseline estimate on the weighted average MSP rise
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for both crops could add 60 basis points to CPI inflation over the next four quarters, although the
shock should dissipate in the second year.

The worry is that this MSP news comes during what is referred to as an agricultural “cobweb
cycle”, as the sharp drop in food prices in the first half of 2017 has already resulted in a lower
supply (by farmers) of crops with lower prices. It is not surprising, then, that the February monetary
policy committee minutes struck a more hawkish tone and the MSP news has set the cat among
the doves.

There will be a fiscal impact too, although it should be relatively benign. The food subsidy bill is set
to rise. Other fiscal costs depend on how the government ensures farmers benefit from MSPs: It
could be either via a price deficiency payment scheme, where the loss incurred by a farmer in
selling below the MSP is compensated by the government by directly transferring cash to the
farmer’s bank account, similar to Madhya Pradesh’s Mukhyamantri Bhavantar Bhugtan Yojna; or it
could take the form of a market assurance scheme under which states procure crops when prices
fall below MSPs, creating an effective floor for all crops, and not just rice and wheat. Both these
schemes have their own drawbacks.

This brings us to the second question: Will all of this reverse the terms-of-trade deterioration in the
agriculture sector? This is surely positive at the margin, but it is not clear whether it will be
sufficient to lift rural incomes significantly and quickly. Rural wage growth—both nominal and
real—has moderated in recent months and the construction sector—an important engine of job
creation—is not yet in full force. For all its pro-farmer rhetoric, this budget’s allocations to
agriculture and rural development are roughly at the same levels as a percentage of gross
domestic product as previous years. Overall, whether these policies ultimately “bite” remains to be
seen; meanwhile, the costs of missing the target are escalating.

Sonal Varma and Aurodeep Nandi are, respectively, chief India economist and India economist at
Nomura.

Comments are welcome at theirview@livemint.com
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International Conference on Sustainable Biofuels 2018
Ministry of Science & Technology

International Conference on Sustainable Biofuels 2018

Posted On: 26 FEB 2018 2:14PM by PIB Delhi

The two day international conference on Sustainable Biofuels is jointly being organized by
Department of Biotechnology, Govt. of India and Biofuture platform. The event is bringing experts
and delegates from 19 countries together in Sustainable Biofuels sector to take stock of current
knowledge, share information and best practices, and build consensus on the actions most
needed to move forward.

Shri V.K. Saraswat, Member NITI Aayog, said in his address that collective wisdom of all
participating countries can foster clean energy revolution. He further highlighted that this event will
enable different countries to exchange their experience and share best practices for development
and commercialization of advanced biofuels.

Prof. Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary, Department of Biotechnology & Department of Science and
Technology Ministry of Science &Technology, highlighted India’s interest and progress in all the
seven Mission Innovation Challenges and the country workshops organized by the DBT and DST
in these challenges. He praised the willingness of investors and industries to take forward the
leads provided by R&D community.

Dr. Renu Swarup, Sr. Adviser DBT, welcoming all delegates outlined the aim and objectives of the
Mission Innovation and specifically the Sustainable Biofuel Innovation challenge. "It is an honour
for us in Government of India to host this International Conference on behalf of Mission Innovation
and Biofuture Platform. Collectively all member countries have pledged to work together to meet
the objective of producing at scale affordable advanced Biofuels. This is the largest Multilateral
Platform to promote Research ,development and Demonstration in Clean Energy "said Dr Renu
Swarup

Use of fossil fuels for transportation contributes significantly to global greenhouse gases (GHG)
emission. The sustainable biofuels have ability to reduce the GHG emission load and this
consideration led to establishment of Sustainable Biofuel Innovation Challenge (SBIC) under
Mission Innovation (MI).

Advanced or second-generation biofuels produced from non-food biomass materials and specially
grown high yielding plants or algae, if managed sustainably can contribute to significantly reduce
emissions. However, many of the advanced biofuels still remain in pre- or an early commercial
stage of development and need innovations and breakthrough for low cost sustainable production.
The sustainable biofuel innovation challenge aims to accelerate research, development and
deployment of low cost, high GHG impacting advanced biofuels.

The sustainable biofuel innovation challenge will build on existing knowledge of individual
participating countries and international institutes like IEA, IRENA and in collaboration of Biofuture
Platform coordinated by Brazil as program Secretariat. A major aim of this cooperation is to avoid
duplication of efforts and define clear areas of collaboration for speeding up of innovations in this
area.

This event aims to provide a common platform to Government policy makers, industry, investors
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and research community to exchange experiences and challenges related to development and
scaling of advance biofuels. Besides this the conference is focusing on concerns of the private
sectors to speed up large scale production of sustainable biofuels.

About 50 international delegates including country representatives from mission innovation
member countries, IEA, Biofuture Platform member countries, IRENA are attending the
conference. All co-leads of sustainable biofuel challenge - China, Brazil, Canada and India are
very well represented in the conference. These country representatives will present the status of
biofuel development in their countries. About 20 companies and organizations have put up stalls in
exhibition to show case their activities in the area of sustainable biofuels 

The conference will seek to a clear understanding of the development in bio-economy made by
participating countries, increase awareness of policy makers about the challenges faced by the
industry-investor for commercial scale up of advanced biofuels. The need for collaboration-
cooperation to speed up commercialisation and focus on latest R&D in advanced biofuels will be
the expected outcomes of this International event.

Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Ministry of Science & Technology as a nodal agency
coordinating and steering the activities of Mission Innovation in India by Government of India. 
Mission Innovation India unit has been set-up last year by DBT at ICGEB, New Delhi. DBT has in
past taken lead in ushering R&D in advanced biofuels and has set up four large Bioenergy
Research Centres.

***

SRD
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Shri Nitin Gadkari Lays the foundation stone for National Technology Centre for Ports, Waterways
and Coasts at IIT Chennai
Ministry of Shipping

Shri Nitin Gadkari Lays the foundation stone for National
Technology Centre for Ports, Waterways and Coasts at IIT
Chennai

NTCPWC is being set up at a cost of Rs 70.53 crore and will
give technological support to ports and maritime sector

Posted On: 26 FEB 2018 11:25AM by PIB Delhi

Shri Nitin Gadkari, Minister for Road Transport & Highways, Shipping and Water Resources, River
Development & Ganga Rejuvenation laid  the  foundation stone for setting up of a National
Technology Centre for Ports, Waterways and Coasts (NTCPWC), at IIT Chennai today.  The
Ministry of Shipping and IIT Chennai also signed an MoU for this at the event today.

NTCPWC, being set up under the Shipping Ministry’s flagship programme Sagarmala, will act as a
technology arm of the Ministry of Shipping for providing engineering and technological inputs and
support for Ports, Inland Waterways Authority of India and other institutions. It will carry on applied
research in the areas of 2D and 3D Modelling of ocean, coastal and estuarine flows, sediment
transport and morphodynamics, navigation and maneuvering, dredging and siltation, port and
coastal engineering-structures and breakwaters, autonomous platforms and vehicles,
experimental and CFD modeling of flow and hull interaction, hydrodynamics of multiple hulls and
ocean renewable energy. The centre will provide indigenous software and technology, make
technical guidelines and standards and address port and maritime issues with models and
simulations. The centre will not only help generate new technology and innovations but also work
towards their successful commercialization.  It will provide learning opportunities for the people
working in Ministry of Shipping.

 

NTCPWC is being set up at a cost of Rs 70.53 crore to be shared by Ministry of Shipping, IWAI
and the Major Ports. Ministry of Shipping’s grant is towards capital expenditure for creating
facilities like Field Research Facility (FRF), Sedimentation and Erosion Management Test Basin
and Ship/Tow Simulator. The centre will be self sustainable in three years through industry
consultancy projects for Indian and global port and maritime sector.

 

The setting up of NTCPWC would give a boost to the development of indigenous technology
relevant to the port and maritime sector in India.  This would also be a major shot in the arm for
the Government’s ‘Make in India” programme, and provide a push to its Sagar Mala programme 

Envisioned as a world class state-of-the - art centre, NTCPWC will be a hub for latest technology
tools and reduce our dependence on foreign institutions. It will also reduce the cost of research
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drastically and result in cost and time savings for work in the port and maritime sector.
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